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ABSTRACT

This study evaluates the United States Coast Guard Leadership

and Management training program, its development, impact on-

graduates, interface with•the work environment, and its future.

Section One outlines the evolution of management theory, and

leadershJp and management training, both in a general sense

and specific to the Coast Guard. Section Two is a critical

analysis of structured organizational rewards, their admin-.

istration, and their perceived impact, Section Three is the

report of an eighteen month field study of the current program's

impact on reaction, attitude, cognition, behavior, and perfor-

mance of graduates and an untrained control group. The only

significant differences measured between graduates and the

untrained supervisors were related to reaction (enthusiasm)

and attitude. No behavioral or performance differences were

observed. The final section reflects on some of the potential

reasons for the lack of impact *f the training, discusses a

unifigd theory of individual change, and makes recommendations

for the future of leadership and management training in the

coast Guard.
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SECTION ONE

A HISTORY OF LEAD.%RSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 'RAZNING

IN THE U. S. COAST GUARD

Int ,:duction

In the quest for more efficient ways to manage resources, management

2 training has been with us as .,ong as management itself. As George (1968)

has noted "...to write a history of management is to write a history

of man." Many vood texts in Organizational Behavior or Management can

describe the details of growth 4.n management thought (Carroll and Tosi,

1977) so nothing would be gained by repeating their overviews.

However, I would like to briefly discuss the major theories of

management as a backdrop to the evolution of leadership and management

training in the Coast Guard.

The changes in management theory and training have paralleled

1he economic progression of this country from an agrarian to an

industrial, to the present informational society (Naisbitt, 1980).

Before the American Revolution there was little industry in the

colonies, due largely to the sparse population, lack of capital, and

the restrictive polici4es of England. The Revolution provided somewhat

of a boost to manufacturing, causing a slow growth until the 1920'S

whsn a number of technical, adve ices promoted a more rapid expansion.

During this period labor was scarce, as evidenced by the large number

of women and children in the workplace. In the mid 1800's increased

immigration began to provide the now necessary labor force.

The spirit of laisses-faire capitalism characterized economic life.

whiers )f manufactring and industrial firms cared little for the

welfare of their wjrkers. Eventually the growth of huge monopolies,

built on the backs of 6n oppressed labor force, was seen as harmful

to eccnomic growth, and action was taken to prohibit monopolistic

practices. As a result of this legislation owners were forced to

focus more sharply on managing the resources of the businesss. At the

same time pressure from the opposite direction was being felt. Labor

unions, although largely unsuccessful in negotiating contracts, were

instrumental in bringing about leqislation forcing mandatory improvements

in working conditions. Industry was seen as abrasive and inefficient.

Vi ......... ... ................................ ~....... .....~.,..... .



It drew recklessly on the human and material resources available.

Busineermen were funther regulated.

It was this combination of forces that prompted the move-

ment toward a more scientific theory of management. People such
as Taylor, Gantt, and the Gilbreths were leaders in the Scientific

Management movement. The key to this philosophy is solving prob-

lems through scientific research rather than by trial and error.

Emphasis was on maximizing productivity, or decreasing the effort

expenditure for a given result. Much of the study of Scientific

Management falls into what is now called human factors engineering

(crgon¢cmics), yielding spectacular results in productivity without

regard to the welfare of the worker, except as it affected produc-

tivity.

The next major influence in management thinking was the

Adminisxtrative Management theory proposed by FayOl and otliers in

the 1920's. He advocated management training at all levels, but

that different levels had different responsibilities and therefore

needed different training. Managers were responsible for planning,

organizing and controlling. He proposed a avmber of basic principles,

"such as the unity of command (a person should receive orders from

only one superior) which, if followed, wovld result in greater pro-

ductivity and worker satisfaction.

The next direction grew out of World War I1 research a. the

application of quantitative methods to decision making. Miller and

Starr (1960) described Management Science (or operations research)

as a marrying of the concern for production of the Scientific

Management moemment with the emphasis an planning of the Adminis-

trative theorists.

"...efficiency is a secondary achievement which

should follow adequate plan-.ing. In othur wordw,

poor decisions can be implas, ted in an efficient

way." (Miller ard Starr, 1960)

Management Science has found, however, that the most difficialt prob-

leas, those associatel with human behavior, cannot be readily quanti-

fied.

- - - -- .- .,- . "...- - -



The Behavioral approach of management strives to understand how

human processes much as Lttitudes and motivation interact with activi-

ties to affect performance. The three basic approaches to the Behavioral

school ire the human relations perspective (studying the interactions

of individuals in the workplace), the industrial psychology perspective

(focusing on the fit between the individual and the job), and the

organizational theory perspective (studying the structure and function

of organizations. (Carroll and Tosi, 1974)

Elements of industrial psychology and organizational theory have

been merged into a relatively new perspective, that of organizational

behavior (or Organizational psychology). These theorists, speasrheaded

by March and Simon, McGregor, Likert, Stogdill, Argyris, and otherr.

were successful in blending the theories of many diverse disciplines

(sociology, social psychology, and the theories of Scientific and

Administrative Management) to address macro-issues such as organizational

structure and design.

The latest approach to management theory is a further blending of

previous research with one major difference---the addition of the phrase
"...It all depends!" Contingency theorists propose that all of the

previously discussed management practices and techniques are situation-

specific. Although this idea is generally considered to be self-evident,

when it comes to management trai.ning it muddies the already brackish
waters.

In view of the evolution of management theory, management training
follow* a similar and predictable pattern of growth (Wehrenberg, 1979a).

As early.as the 1920's many major corporations had some form of management

or supervisory training. This training naturally reflscted the ascendant

theory, at the time Scientific and Administrative Management. Fayol's
* ~ A influence led to a "great man".theory of leadership, focusing on the

personality traits (subjectively chosen) of famous leaders in history.

Supervisors and managers were exhorted to "be like him." This training

method spawned volumes of research in both great man (Wiggam, 19311

Dowd, 1936) and trait (Bernard, 19261 Bingham, 1927; Teed, 19291 Kilbourne,

1935) perspectives. Occasional research forays are still reported in

• --- - - -. ,-.*.. . .....-......



this area, usually with the same results. No single list of traits has

ever been shown to predict manager performance.

w Management training changed somewhat with the incepti on of the
War Manpower Commuission's "J" progr'ams during World War 11. Thousands

of managers were trained in conference setting, in which t.he administrator
closely guided the direction of the group. The basic tenet was that one

must consider not only the traits of the leader, but the structure of

the group and the event confronting it (Case, 1933).

In t.he 1950's the Humanist movement began, shifting the emnphasis of

training toward understanding the natural conflict between the individual

and the organization (Argyris, 1957). McGregor (1960) postulated two

types of organizational leadership based on the assumptions held by mana-

gers about the nature of people at work. His influence was immediate

and widespread, causing a flurry of training activity (T-groups and

sensitivity training) designed to put the manager "in touch" with the
need-i and feeling& of individuals, including the managers themselves.

In the mid 1960's a bi-dimensional theory of leadership was proposed

(Blake and Mouton, 1963) which shifted the emphasis away from concerda

for only the individual or onZy the task to an integrated theory that

both concern for task ad people should be trained.

The 1970'a saw the popular Contingency theories being applied to
management I ining, proposing that there was no one best way, but that

different styles were necessary for different situations (Reddin, 19701

Hersey and Blanchard, 1972).

The utility of these various training schema is much reseArched,
mostly with either negative or confused results (see section three).

The information thus far discussed is offered only to point out te

predictaLle evolution of leadership, management, and supervisory training.

The pattern of growth in the Coaat Guard follows almost exactly the

evolution of management theory and training focus, although in a compressed

I .



time frame I will now discuss this evoluti.on in the Coast Guard
flbl ffour avenues s formal management: training at, the officer assimiilating

r inetitutions (USCG Acadomy and O~ficerc Candidate School)l) use ezf graduate

management programs aponsored by universities or othei. services, trainng

seminars and conferences (enpecially at th% top-management level) address-

ing human resource managemcnt sponsored b.y activities outside the Coast

Guardd and finally, the program central to this study, resident training

in leadership and managament developed by, and totally supported by, tht

Coast Guard(Li1) •

U. S. COast Guard Academ 2

Cadets at the U. S. Coast Guard AcadeMy are exposed to management

training in thiec different forms. Leadership is the subject of

conference-style training for all cadets during their second and fourth

summers (sophomore and junior terms). The program has been in existence

since 1977 and was developed and piloted by the staff of the Coast Guard

Leadership and Man&gement (LAM) program. The curriculum parallels (by

design) the resident lab-training program that will be discussed later

in this section. The program is a one-week survey course covering

individual behavior and needs, motivation, group dynamics, situational

leadership, interviewing and counseling, and various conflict resolution

strategies. The format is a combination of lecture, discussion, case

studies, role playing, and a variety xiý experential exercises, both in

groups and as individuals.

The timing is such that the sophomore class has the opportunity to

* "practice" their newfound skills on the incoming freshman class over

the sunmmr when they are tasked with "indcctrinating" the new class.

| specify officer training since no formal training, other than booklets
produced by the U. S. Coast Guard Institute in Oklahoma City, is offered

fr to enlisted personnel prior to their eligibility for the two-week Senior
Peaty Officer Leadership and Management Course at pay grade E-6.

.3ased on an interview with LCDR Roger Chevalier, Management Department,

U. S. Coast Guard Academy in September, 1980.

V ¾. " . ....
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The program is managed by Academy military staffmembers who provide

feedback to the sophomores relative to their leadership effectiveness.

No evaluatior of this program (other than reaction) has been performed,

so it remains unknown if there is transfer of the new skills to the

workplace.

A regular academic curriculum offers programs similax to any under-

graduate program for both management majors (17 percent of the -lass)

and non-management majors. The Management Departme, subsuming

economics axA finance, was created in 1970. Prior to that time, any

management cour.-s were part of the Humanities Department. The Academy

is traditionally an engineering school, but in 1966 a management "track"

was recognized, evolving in about 1969 into a management major.

Non-management majors t&.ke one semester of economics and one of

Managerial Behavior, a combination introductory organizational behavior

and contingent-. ilanning course. Required courses for management majors

include organizational behavior, operations. research, system theory,

applied management P-nalysik, and other courses in economics, planning,

and financial management. Eleccives are offared in management environ-

ment (organization development), personnel management and other economics

and finance areas. The management major program is comparable to most

undergraduate management programs.

Once again, as in most educational programs, no evaluation of

program effectiveness has been carried out. Graduates of the Coast

Guard Academy generally enter the workplace in miWle management positions

(division officer) aboard major Cutters, with an average of seven enlisted

personnel under their supervision.

Officer Candidate School

Officer Candidate School (OCS) is a seventeen week basic indoctri-

nation program fox personnel holding Bachelor's degrees (or higher),

allowing them to enter into the workplace as officers. They may come

directly from colleges, from the private sector with some work experience,

from other services, or from either the enlisted or warrant ranks of the
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Coast Guard. The program is heavily loaded with administration, basic

seamanship, navigation, and other Coast Guard specific skills.

Prior to 1975, leadership training at OCS consisted of a series

of "projects" and an informal discu.ssion of case studias. The projects

were considered to be profound demonstrations of basic leadership

principles such as Fayol's, but today the events would be classed as

simple unstructured e.Neriential exercises. Building toy bridges,

towers, etc., functioned as problem solving exercises, stressing work-

group communications and creativity. The staff appears to have been

very inexperienced at both content and process observation, as well as

feeding back the results of their observations. Many participants

report being unable to see the "point" of the exercises. There was

no formal instruction either associated with the case studies and

exercises, or with management theory.

In 1976, a decision was made by the Commanding Officer (who had

operational and administrative control over both OCS and the fledgling

LAM staff) to incorporate the curriculum of the LAM program into

OCS. The first OCS instructor was trained in June 1976 in the pilot

course for the LAM program. He received the assistance of the LAM

staff in the development of a parallel course fez OCS, and in December

1976, the first Officer Candidates to be trained I*n the new curriculum

graduated.

Currently, leadership and management training at OCS is only

slightly different from the 1976 version. Fifty-six hours are devoted

to management/supervision related topics over the seventeen week

period. The major portion of the course parallels exactly the LAM

course with added information on equal employment opportunity and

affirmative action policies and problems. Once again, it is a survey

course similar in both content and methodology to the previously

discussed Academy summer program. No examination is given, and only

reaction data is gathered from the participants. No formal evaluation

of program effectiveness is made, or planned for the near future.
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Graduate Training in Management 3

The Coast Guard utilizes other services and private universities
for postgraduate training. This program is designed to provide

necessary technical training beyond the undergraduate 16vel to officers

who (theoretically) will then be transferred to positions requiring

those technical skills.

In the period between 1937 and 1947, 244 officers attended

graduate educational programs, including flight training. In 1948

the number was 60, indicative of an increased emphasis on graduate

training. In 1948 ten programs were offered, mainly in engineering

disciplines. Since that time, 27 programs have been added& including

programs at the Naval Post Graduate School (NPGS) in Monterey,

California. Although a greater number of officars are being trained

today, the percentage relative to the population of the Coast Guard

remains essentially the same, about 0.3 percent.

In 1979, approximately 130 officers were enrolled in graduate

programs. Thirty-five were attending programs at NPGS Monterey and

the remainder were in various schools throughout the country (Wharton,

NYIT, Harvard, U. C. Berkeley, etc.). About 16 percent of the 130

are enrolled in management or management related programs, leading to

either the %IBA or MPA degree. One officer is attending the Sloan

Program.

Of the 21 officers attending management courses in 1979, eleven

were in finance related (MBA) programs, and the other then in either

Administrative Science Management, Human Resources Management, or

Public Administration programs. The majority of the officers are

enrolled in law or engineering programs.

3 Based on an interview with LCDR David Lyon, Chief, Advanced Training
branch, U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters, in September 1980.
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Selection for graduate training is based oe• performance,

recommendatiLn by the Commanding Officer aore' the ftated de-

sires of the individual. Distribution of p:ogram offerinqs was,

until 1980, based on three-year projer,.'tJns of skill area needs

provided by headquarters program manitezrs (i.e., engineering,

aviation, oceanography, etc.). Decaýzusa of the difficulty in

making these predictions this proness has been discontinued in

favor of a static system that uses the cuirent program needs as

a base figure. As future needs are expressed by program managers,

additional program offerings will be made.

Post-training utilization is determined by assignment

managers indpendent of the training managers. Zn most cases,

personnel nearing the end of their education program are can-

tacted by the assignment manager, and the ensuing negotiations

usually result in an assignment within the specialized field

to either Headquarters or a District staff.

Currently, research topics are chosen by the indiv".duals,

and are not specified by the Coast Guard. Although the students

must submit copies of their theses to Headquarters, no central

guidance exists for the selection of thesis topics.

As with the other programs, no evaluation of effectiveness

has been undertaken. We can assume, however, that since the

co•t is so high, graduate education must met some unmeasured

need, or it would have been discontinued.

Top-management Executive Development Programs

A variety of programs are ava.Uable to senior officers:

Staff and War Colleges of the other services, Industrial

College of the Armed Forces, and other in-service programs

addressing political and strategic issues. One officer per

ya~r is slected for a doctoral program, usually in some manage-

ment related field. No use is made of Univeratty Zxecuti'.a

programs, such as those offered by Stanford and Harvard.

•'-- • • ,• I u I I n ... .. ..
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The only scheduled meetings of senior officers are annual

Flag-confrences, and onnual District Commander conferences.

Operational concerns dominate the conferences. In 1978, a

growth seminar (T-group) was conducted for the Flag conferees,

but this has not been repeated.

Resident Tra~ining in Leadership and Management 4

Prior to the mid-1950's there were only sporadic attempts

at formal leadership or management training for enlisted per-

sonnel. Recruit training specified regulations and spoke

briefly of the role of the Petty Officer (E-4 to E-6), but

mostly from a follower's standpoint. At various times, some

class "A" schools (basic technical skills training)included in

their curriculum some information about leadership, but for the

most part these served as informal discussions about "what it's

like out there" in the workplace. This helped create realistic

expectations about the work environment, but did not really

address formal leadership training. Some units had ongoing

leadership training programs, generally concerning military

courtesy and custom, uniform regulations, and traditions.

In the late 1950's a formal, Coast Guard wide, leadership

training program was comissioned at Alameda, California, and

due to demand and escalting travel costs it was quickly repli-

cated at Grotcc, Connecticut (1959).

There are few records relating to this program, and I

have been unable to determine exactly what pressures caused

its creation. Records and interviews indicate that there

was considerable pressure from top-management for the creation

of the program.

4 Much of the information concerning leadership training prior
to 1974 is based on an interview with MKCM Robert 0. Huff (ret.)
in September 1980.

bL .on -
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The cours- was directed at the E-6 to B-7 level. The

instructIAnal stafL. were also Senior Petty Officers (SPO's)

and wei.e chosen as role models for the younger, more junior

participants. The course content addressed role definition

for new SPO's. Considerable emphasis was placed on uniform

regulations and appearance (in an apparent attempt to create

role models for juniors in the field) and generating a sense

of pride in both the Coast Guard and America. The instructional

methodology was largely lecture, with at least one pseudo-case

study exercise.

Due to the political climate in the U. S. at the time,

material describing the imminent threat of Communism was a

large part of the course. Political awareness was stressed

in the case study (Sea Power) requiring the participants to

conduct an in-dept-h study of a specific country as a contribution

to making a group decision about a hypothetical politico-militaryI event. Students were also required to memorize the Code of Conduct
for Members of the Armed Forces.

For a short time, the program was perceived as a "plum"

to those SPO's aspiring to promotion. Unfortunately, the goals

of the program were not well publicized in the officer community,

and because of this, two unfortunate trends appeared. First,

those.behaviors altered (?) by the training were not adequately

supported in the workplace by managers. This resulted in a

lessening of the potential impact of the course (see Section Three,

Discussion, for research supporting this relationship). Spcond,

although many of the initial participants were volunteers, as time

went by, many Commanding Officers began to send their (subjectively

identified) "poor" leaders to the course. As this practice became

common, the course was no longer seen as a reward by the SPO's but more

as a punishment. Enthusiasm waned steadily into the mid-1960's and

the program was finally discontinued in 1966.
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Overlapping this Coast Guard-wide course, other programs

began to arTpear, usually at the district level. Perhaps the

most ambitious and long-lived was a program zonducted in the

Third Coast Guard District (New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut).

This program was conceived as a result of an informal discussion

between three SPO's who took it upon themselves to conduct a series

of discussions about leadership with other SPO's. While still

performing their regular duties, they approached a Group Commander

(operational control of a number of small stations) for permissicn

to hold leadership discussions with groups of SPO's at those
stations. The Group Commander agreed, and the program, however,

unofficial, was born in 1961.
The three SPO's went from station to station conducting

their discussions. TWhile listening to "leadership problems"

they also discussed problem solving strategies, and occasionally

proposed solutions to stated problems. The "facilitators" had

"no particular skills at either facilitation or iatarvention, just

a sincere desire to see the Coast Guard become a better organization.

In 1962 the program was sanctioned by the District Commander

as the Leadership School. For the next tdo years this sanction

existed in 90 day increments, and in 1965 the program was made permanent

by establishing three permanent instructor positions. During this

period of formalization the program necessarily took on a more

structured appearance. Certain politically necessary topics were

covered such as the Code of Conduct, honors 4md ceremonies, and

anti-Communism, but for the most part the now three-day course was
still unstructured discussion. The instructors either went to the

4 outlying units (when facilities were available) or brought the stu-

dents to the Training Centers, first in Groton and later at

Governor's island, New York.

r An important, although unarticulated role of the program was

that of facilitating communications between the policy-markers in

the District and the personnel in the field. As in any vertically
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btructured organization much information is lost as jolicies and

procedures make their way down the chain of command. The Leader-

ship School facilitators were accomplished in relaying the "...

this is what I really meant...." from the District Commander and

his staff to personnol at operating units. Because of their
tuique position on the staff of the Contender, the instructors

had access to all staff personnel, and were able to predict the.

questions that planned policy changes would raise in the field.

Figure 1-1 depicts this role.

I-

Fishee o1-1

II

In the late 1960's the program was expanded to include training

sessions for Junior Petty Officers (JPO's) E-4 and E-5. Although

similar in content, this course was directed more toward defining the

role of the JPO, delineating responsibilities and authority and re-

generating pride in the Coast Guard. The anti-Communism thriist was

discontinued in favor of information about current political events

in an attempt to create greater awareness of the participants about

the interface between the Coast Guard and the rest of the world. Heavy

Semphasis was still placed on discussing those traits identified as

necessary for "good" leadership, such as integrity, loyalty, moral

courage, etc.

L.. . . . . 0 .. . .
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o in the mid-1970's the director of the program took on additional

roles in drug and alcohol abuse counseling, race relations (later called

human .elations) facilitation, and career counseling. A study con-

ducted in 1974 by Thomas Nunes, then the Military Personnel Officer

for the Third District and the direct overseer of the Leadership School,

concisely stated the goals of the program at the times

"In general tar-s, the objectives of the program

center on a need to increase the individual's

awareness of his military, moral and administrative

functions and to improve his problem solving capabilities

as a Coas, Guard leader and manager. The various programs

are designed to provide personnel with information, self

awareness, and meaningful discussion concerning various

approaches to leadership, supervision, counseling, and

management. The improvement of retuntion is a definite

goal of the program." (Nunes, 1974)

Appendix V is an outline of the course.

His study used retention as the dependent variable and attendance

at the Leadership -ourse as one of the independent variables. Although

not of ideal experimental des:.gn, this study noted a significantly

greater incidence of reenlistment for those JPO's who had attended the

course. Inadequate controls preclude defining causal relationships,

but further study was clearly indicated. Unforunately none was carzied

out.

During the entire course of the program, up until 1915, at least

one of the original staff was either attached to the program or in close

proximity to it. This high degree of continuity, unusual in the

Coast Caard because of rotation policies, had the beneficial effect of

reducing the rate of drastic change in the program curriculum and allow-

ed the instructurs to profit from past mistakes. In 1975 the last

member of the original staff was transferred to Yorktown, Virginia, to

assIst in the development of the current Coast Guard Leadership and

Management Procram. His relief had been heavily involved in te T-group

i.-
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style human relations training common in the early 1970's and modified

the course content to reflect his area of expertise. Because of the
unfortunate ctigma attached to the human relations program, interest

in the Leadership Program, already on the decline, dropped drastically

and in mid 1979 the pr'ogram was disestablished.

In 1974 the Com-~ndant of the Coast Guard met with a group of

senior enlisted people in key positions to discuss the problems of the

Coast Guard. Central to this discussion was the ill-definnd problem

of leadership. Attempts had been made, in response to pressure from
w-•e field, to appropriate funds for a new• Coast Guard leadership train-

ing program but until 1975, those attempts had failed. Partially as a

result of the meeting, a decision was pad* to create a three man

Leadership and Management Program Development Staff (LTDS) in 1975,

reporting directly to the Chief of Personnel in headquarters. Their

original charter wai to determine if the Ccast Guard had a "leadership

problem", aad if so, what was it and how could it be solved. Tho

original Chief, LMPDS, selected the first generation of instructmrar

and conducted an informal needs-analysis iacluding hundreds of

interviews and a modified version of the Survey of Organizations

developed by Bowers and Franklin and used extensively by the Navy

(LMPDS Staff Report, 1976). This needs-analysis resulted in a

recommandattnn that a Senior Petty Officer Leadership and Management

(SPOLAM) course be created, and that a Junior Officer version of the

course be considered. The couXse objectives are complex and detailed

"(Appendix VI) but can be summarized ast

"To provide the Coast Guard with leaders who are

capable of maximum utilization of personnel re-

sources to accomplash assigned mdssior.s through

L selection and application of appropriate leadership

methods and management practices." (LKPD• Staff

Report, 1976)

Thus in June 1976, the first pilot SPOLAM course was convened. Thet first official course graduated in September 1976, and the guest

------------------------------------------------ - , ;._
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speaker, the Vice Commandant of the Coast Guard, accom'panied by the

Chief of Personnel and the Chief ol Reserve, made a considerable
display of top-management support for the program. In January 197'7

a Junior Officer course was convcned, and a three-day Senior officer

Seminar was held in response to damand from the field. Thu senior

Officer Seminar (still being conducted) functions to make to;-managwment
aware of the training offered to Itheir jwuiors so t~hat they may reinforce

ths appropriate b~haviors of graduates.

Since that time, course loadings have increased, a second training

site was commissioned in Petalu-a, California, and the program has been

attended by hundreds of Coast Guardsmen from E-41s in the Reserve to

AdmIrals from headquarters. The program is very popular and highly

respected by most Coast Guardsmen. The SPOLAM course was originally
S~three weeks long, but has been shortened t.o two. The curriculum

I ~(outlined in Appendix VV) contains mlemntns of individual needs and

+"' motivation, group dynamics, interviewing and counseling, conflict

resolution, transactional analysis, problem solving, and selection of

leadership styles (situational leadership). The methodology in a

combination of lecture, discussion, cast study, role play, and a variety

S~of insight generating exercises. The course has been included in the

• ~American Council of Education Guid.a to Evaluation of Educational Experiences

in the Armed Forces as being equivalent to three semester hcur•s in Human

Resources Management and Organizational Behav.ior.

S~An and of course test is routinely administered, but the test has

• ~never been txamin~ed for either reliability or validity, nor has it been
•! used to evaluate 'the course. Reaction, in the form of an end of course

i• critique, is also rotuitnely" assessed.

SThus far I have e-vamined the'hiatory .of management th~ught,.and the

evolut-ion of leadership and management training i.) the United States in
• [ general and in the Coast Guard specifically. The remainder of this

• paper will address the impact of the current Senior Petty Officer

S.Leadership and Management course against a backdrop of the st;,-cture

•' of orgainzational rewards. F•uture directions in the planning stages
S~and cha.nges made to the course since mid-1979 wil.l not be discussed.
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SECTION TWO

THE STRUCTURE OF ORGAC'IZATION",L REWARDS

Katz and Kahrz (1978) state that the purpose of reward is to

"induce the effort of individuals for the sake of some valued gaol,

object, or condition." It is implicit in learning theories that

there is some reward, whether intrinsic or extrinsic, the anticipation

of which w'.ll "niotivate" the student to learn. It is also implied

that if one is attempting to change the behavior of individual

supervisors in the workplace (through training) some form of reward,

again either intrinsic or extrinsic, must exist in that workp.aue

to support the newly learned behaviors.

Any attempt to evaluate a training program such as the Coast

Guard Leadership and Management program would be futile without

some understanding of the organization's reward structure. If the

intent is to assess the change in the performance of supervisors in

tne workplace, then factors which may mitigate the effects of train-

ing, either enhancing or discouraging behavioral enactment, must be

considered.

Many models describing the relationship betwean behavior and rewards

have been dgveloped (Atkinson, 19b8 Vroom, 19641 Lawler, 197a. and others)

but certain elements are common to most of these theories (Katz and

Kahn, 1978):

1. The reward must be desirable to the individual

(valence)

2. The "connectedness" of the reward to the required

task must be clear (connection)

3. The size of the reward must be commensurate with

the level of effort required (effort-reward ratio)

My emphasis on rewards instead of punishment is intentional. Punish-

ment may be imposed to eliminate inappropriate supervisory behaviors, but

unless other behavioral options are made known, the chances of a supervisor

,* j
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using more effective behaviors in place of the punished behaviors are

just that---chances. In order to develop now behaviors thosa

behavioral options must first be known, and then reinforced when

exhibited. This scheme requires a heavy emphasis on rewards.

(This is, admittedly a simplistic view of learning, and a more

exhaustive behavior -.hange .heory will be discussed in Section Four.)

Rewards in the Coast Guard can be classified in two categories,

individual rewards and system rewards.5 (YAz and Kahn, 1978). In-

dividual rewaxds are those rewards 'that can be given to a single

individual, based on differential effort. Although avciZcL'Ze

to most or all members of the organization, these rewards are based

(theoretdcally) on the contribution to some goal or service by the

individual. System rewards are those rewards that are applied noz on

the basis of differential individual effort, but on the basis of member-

"ship in the system. This is not necessarily a dichotomy, and in some

cases the reward value and classification may be interproted subjectively

by the individual. Some examples of individual rewards available are

(Coast Guaxd Personnel Manual, GG-207)1 special training and education,

special assignments, promotions, medals, etc. System rewards are those

such as retirement benefits, medical benefits, longevity pay increases,

etc. Other rewards, such as flight pay, sea duty pay, etc. may be per-

ceived individual ("I receive this pay because I volunteered to go to sea")

or system ('Everyone who goes to sea receives this pay."). It can be

readily noted that ind.viduial rewards may be effective in reinforcing

individual performance (depending, of courave, on the valence, connection,

and effort-reward ratio) while system rewards are more applicable to

reinforcing continued membership in the orgaiiization or some substructure

of the organization.

5 Since the study relates to the change of behavior in enlisted supervisors,
only re!',ards available to enlisted personnel will be addressed.

Li
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Another useful classification scheme furthe: divides rewards

into formal (controlled by the structure and policies of the organi-

zation) and informal (controlled by the supervisor or manager)

(Wthrenberg, 1979). Formal rewards are those designed by the organi-

zation to reward certain specific behaviors, although some may be

system rcwards. Informal rewards are those that an individual super-

visor or manager can use to reinforce a wide range of behaviors on

a day-to-day basis. In the Coast Guard, these rewards ares

Formal

Pay and other forms of organization wide compensation

(Such as housing allowance, clothing allowance, etc.)

Special training

Special assignment

"Promotion
Akards and. medals

Special pay (such as flight pay, hazardous duty pay, sea

pay, etc.)

Informal

Recognition

Participation in goal setting

Varied job assignments

Task autonomy

Feedback on performance

The informal rewards are self-explanatory, looking much like the core

dimensions of job enrichment; but when considering the applicability

of the formal rewards to rewarding specific behaviors further ex-

planation about the way these rewards are administered is required.
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Pay is not perceived as being directly tied to differential

performance. An E-7 who is a marginal performer is paid the sa3e

amount as an E-7 who is an outstanding performer (time in service

held equal). There is no mechanism to provide pay increases for

performance within grade, only by promoting the individual. As a

consequence, few, if any, people see any connection between effort
expended and pay. Pay then is not useful in rewarding specific

new behaviors.

Spec-ll training is often based solely on the needs of the

service for a specific skill and a stated Jesire on the part of
the individuals, with only a cursory consideration of performance.

Usually, outstanding performance is not a qualifier, however poor

performance may be a disqualifier. Special assignment is usually

based on special technical skills or training for that particular

assignment.

Promotions are based on a weighted combination of a number of

factors:

Factor Maximum points

Performance marks 50
Examination 80

Time in service 20

Time in present grade 20

Individual medals and awards 10

Total 180

This seems to be a logical and equitable system, weighted heavily

toward performance and job-knowledge, but performance marks are

terribly inflated, reducing the variance of 'that factor tremendously
(Chevalier and Stumpff, 1976). As a result examination scores and

time in service account for the majority of the variance, eliminating

any obvious tie from performance to p.omotions. This virtually

eliminates the possibility of using promotion to reinforce specific

behaviors (other than collecting longevity).
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Awards and medals are usually awarded for specific outstanding

performance, but in most cases the time required to process the

associated paperwork is so great that the individual receives the

award after being transferred from the area in which he or she

actually performed. Vhis lag, of up to two years, greatly reduces

the effectiveness of the reward in reinforcing specific behaviors.
Special pay is based an membership in a specific group, such

as aviation specialties, service in a foreij.n country, assignment

to a ship, etc. As such, these rewards are of little value other

than to reinforce group-joining behaviors (for which they were de-

signed).

Reenlistment bonuses are designed to keep people in the organi-

zation, differentiating between "high demand" and "low demand"

specialties, based on special training and service shortages in

certain fields. Once again, this reward is not connected to any

specific behavior other than "signing on the line".

Performance appraisal marks Isave been proven to be nearly impotent

as dif-erentiators of performance, especially at the senior petty

officer level. chevalier and Stumpff (1976), in their study of the

enlisted performance appraisal system, found that on a possible 40

point scale (from 0.0 to 4.0) the mean mark for an E-7 attempting to

advance to E-8 was 3.76. This effectively narrows.the.range.from 40

to less than 5 points. Within this spread, as many as 300 people

may be competing for promotion; thus, performance appraisal marks

account for very little variance, resulting in loss of the ability

to reward with marks.

The previous discussion points out that, barring structural or

procedural changes, there are no formal rewards readily available to

reinforce the use of newly learned supervisory behaviors. The onus

of reinforcing those behaviors lies then with either the superiors

of the individual supervisor, or intrinsic to the task of supervision.
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since the organization appears to exert little control over

intrinsic factors (other than through job redesign, not

presently con templated) the supervisor must look to his or

her superiors for reward for new behaviors. Unfortunately,

a number of studies (Fleishman, 19531 Eisenstadt, 19671 and

Herod, 1969) indicate that supervisors sent to a lab training

course often return only to revert. to their old styles, or

to assume the dominant leadership styles of the culture to which

they are returning, in the absence of any reinforcement for the

new behaviors.

Thus it appears that there is no organizationally st~ructured

support for new supervisory behaviors. Any support at all will

be in those isolated situations In which the superiors of the

trained supervisors see the value of the new behaviors, either

intuitively or as a result of their own training in this area,

and reinforce the behaviors when exhibited.
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SECTION THREE

A FIELD STUDY OF LEADERSHIP AND MANAGMENT TRAINING1_ IN THE U3. S. COAST GUARD

Introduction

"Leadership tra.1.ning" and management development" have long

lines of associated research. In a comprehensive review of

existing literature from 1904 to 1974, Stogdill (1977) lists over

105 sources related to measurement of the changes either resulting

from or covarrying with some form of training. Of this 105, only

six papers are related to outcome factors and only four on the

effects of the training on the follower group. The majority of these

papers relate self-reports of the trainees to some index of attitude

, j or behavior change. Although not a study of outcomes, this study

does at least address the observations of supervisor behavior by the

members of the supervisor's workgroup, and reports of performance

by the supervisor's manager.

Although there are many studies of training impact, when one

considers the number of extant manager development or supervisor

training programs (and those extinct as well), the ratio of programs

instituted to those vvaluated is huge. In the entire history of

leadership and management training in the Coast Guard only one

evaluation other than reaction has been done. Campbell (1971);

Yaeger (1971); Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler and Weick (1970); and

Koontz, O'Donnell, and Weirich (1980) all note that the lack of evalu-

ation in supervisor and manager training is widespread.

By and large, the training and development literature

is voluminous, non-empirical, nontheoretical, poorly

written, and dull. As noted elsewhere, it is faddish

to the extreme. The fads center around the intro-
duction of new techniques and follow a characteristic
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pattern. A new technique appears on the horizon and

develops a large stable of advocates who first describe
its "asccesefuZ1" ,se in a number of situations. A
second wave of advocates busy themselves trying out
itnumerous modifications of the basic technique. A o

[•' ~empiri.-"oaZ etudies may be carried out to demonstrate

•i that t.he method "works". Then the inevitable backlash

4 sets in and a few vocal opponents begin to criticize the

usefulness of the technique, moat often in the absence

of data. Such criticism typically has very little

effect. What does have an effect is the appearance

of another new technique and a repetition of the entire

cycle. (Campbell, 1971, pp 565-566) (Italics mine)

Koontz, et al (1980) also indicate that due to the major investments
represented by training, many executives are becoming concerned about

the cost effect.iveness of training supervisors and managers, especially

in the light of so many inconclusive or conflicting studies of the

impact of this training.

The call for the evaluation of the results of training is clearly

stated and evidently necessary.

IManagers, needless to say, expect their cianufacturing

and sales departments to yield a good return and will

go to great lengths to find out whether they have done

so. When it comes to training, however, they may expect

the return---but rarely do they maka a like effort to

measure the actual results. Fortunately for those in

charge of training programs, this philanthropic attitude

has come to be taken for granted. There is certainly

no guarantee, however, that it will continue in the future,

and training directors might be well advised to take the

initiative and evaluate their programs before t-,e day of

re&,oning arrives. (Goodacre, 1957)

.. . ........ . . ......-.. . ..... "' .. . .. "....... ..... ".. .1 •
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Although this quotation is 23 years old, the situation that inspired

it remains virtually unchanged.

The purpose of this study is four-foldi

1. To determine if there is indeed any measured impact

as a result of the current supervisory training pro-

gram in the Coast Guard.

2. If there is a positive impact, determine the cost-benefit

ratio and overall cost-effectiveness of the program in

order to justify its continued existence in a period of

severe financial stress.

3. If there is no positive impact, document this so that top-

management in t•he Coast Guard may decide on new directions

for supervisor/manager training in the future (if there is

to be a future).

4. If there is no impact, attempt to determine the reasons and

outline the obstacles which must be overcome in order to

facilitate a positive impact.

Attitude and behavior change

Much research on the effects of training is designed to determine

whether any change in attitude occurs at all. Katzell (1948), Canter

(1951), Spector (1958), Barrett (1965), Blake and Mouton (1966),

Valiquet (1968), and Miner (1969) all report some sort of change in

attitudes of trained supervisors resulting from various training
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schema, although the dimensions of change (and the validity of the

studies) is a mixed bag. On the other hand, Kassarjian (1965)o
Gassner, Gold, and Snadowsky (1964); Stephenson (1966); and Greiner,

Leitch, and Barnes (1968) were unable to demonstrate a change in
attitude in thair studies. At best. it would seem from the literature

that there may be some attitudinal change, especially along the lines
of perceptions of ideal leader behavior and self-concept.

Behavioral changes were noted by Morton and Bass (1964); Miner

(1960, 1965); and Mosvick (1966) but the preponderance of evidence

indicated that although some attitudinal change may occur, little, if

any, behavioral change results from the training. Byars and Crane (1969),

in a review of over 400 management development programs, concluded thatt

... they have contributed little or no demonstrable

or measurable effects on business performance or

E manager behavior. (Byars and Crane, 1968, pp 38-39)

Canter (1951) found a cognitive gain, but no measurable behavior change.

Performance chanae

Due to the lack of support for behavior change as a result of

training, there are few studies of performance chenge. If one subscribes

to a learning model of change in which knowledge leads attitudes and
behaviors, and the attitudes or behaviors of a leader must change in order

to cause change in workgroup end-result performance, there would be little

use in studying the output measures of the workgroup. The studies that
are reported add little to clarify the confusion about training results.

Four studies (Blake, Mouton, Baines, Greiner, 19641 Miles, Milavsky, Lake,

&id Beckhard, 1965; Beckhard, 1966; Kuriloft and Atkins, 1967) found

organizational productivity increased as a result of the training.
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No control groups were used, however. Five studies (Deitzer, 1967;Friedlander, 1967, Deep, Bass, and Vaughn, 1967; Stinson, 1970;Underwood, 1965) reported either no change or decreases in productivity
covarying with increases in concern for people. Considering the re-
search with adequate controls, training that leads to improved inter-
personal relations may increase group cohesiveness and decreasegroup productivity.

In general, it can be concluded from past research that manager

and supervisor training, as it exists today in the U. S. Coast Guard,
may have some positive impact on attitudes, but is not likely to have
a noticeable ..mpact on either supervisor behavior or performance,
and by logical extrapolation, on workgroup performance or productivity.
LI light of the information presented earlier in this paper about the
reward structure of the Coast Guard, behavior or performance changes
seem even more remote.
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Methodas

Experimental Design

The assessment was conducted in five semi-independent phases J

using a modification of an evaluat.ion taxonomy suggested by

Xirkpatrick (1978) and others; reaction, attitude, cognitive gain,

behavior change and perfoxmnance change. Since each measure was

conducted either with a different sample, at a different time, or

using a different design, a brief discussion of each is in order be-

fore proceeding.

FeactiOn

The reaction measure was designed to capture attitudes about

the training event, and the degree to which these attitudes are

"sustained. The des6gn is simple (figure 3-1), consisting of measuring

the reactions of the students i.muediately after the course and again

seven months later. Although there is no pre-measure the first post

measure has been compared with a sample of graduates (N >200) and

can be considered as a standard. The lack of a pre-measure is not a

handicap, however, since the measure is of sustained reaction. The
Snotion that there is an attitudinal change about the course can be

supported anecdotally by both the teaching staff and myself. The expressed

expectations about the course vary markedly from the reaction upon gradu-

ation (i.e., "Where was this course ten years ago?" or "...certainly the

best course I've ever been to!")

Th. experimental group A2 was not significantly different from the

much larger group Al along aiy of the measured dimensions, and was similar

to group Al in pay grade, time in service (TIS), position type, and number

of subordinates (no differences at the 0.05 level of significance).

i
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Attitude

The attitude measure was designed to assess the change in attitudes.

about the bt ,ic concepts of modern thinking in human resource management,

leadership events, leadership style selection, concern for task and people,

and various other dimensions of the supervisor-subordinate relationship.

The experimental design (figure 3-1) is a post-only measurement with a

matched control group. The experimental group Al and ccetrol group AC

were surveyed between 10 and 16 months subsequent to the training event.

E.ONC...A:A2 __4 pl NI AM

V Figure 3-1

The measure in the cognitive domain was designed to assess the

change in knowledge as a result of the training even~t, and the degree

of retention of that knowledge over time. The design (figure 3-2) takes

into account a measure of cognitive gain, retention, and instrument

reactance. Group C1 was pre-tested, received the training and was

post-tested at the end of the course. This group differs neither

from the graduate population, nor the population of the Coast Guard

supervisors as a whole. Group C2,, matched with Cl by grade, TIS, position

W1 type, and num~ber of subordinates, received the training, was tested at

the completir.-a of the course, and again seven months later. This comn-

binatioi of measures yields a pro-post comparison, a post-p-st between

groups comparison, and a post-post within group comparison.

i frtnino h*knweg vrtm.Tedein(iue32 ae

•. ito ccout ameaure f cgniive ain retntin, nd istrmen
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Figure 3-2

Behavior

The measure of behavior change (figure 3-3) was also a post

only measurement with a matched control group (same samp.Le as the

attitude measure above). The survey consisted of behavioral ob-

servation questionnairas administered to the Inanager, peers, and

employees of the sample supervisors, both for the control gjroup BC

and the experimental group Bl. Another questionnaire was advinis-

tered to the supervisors themselves to gather self-perceptions of

behavioral differences. The survey was designed from interviews

specifically to capture observations of behavior, not as an evaluation

of that behavior (although &n evaluative dimez. ion may, of course, be

inferred). The surveys were administered between 10 and 16 months

after the training and assess the differences in behavior between
r trained and untrained groups.

.... .. . . . i -J
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Figure 3-3

Performance

Although the experimental design is as sound as possible,

given the existing time and budgetary constraints, the performance

measure is the most questionabl. of the five. Part of the weak-

ness can be attributed to an instrument (a global treatment of

performance), and part to the fact that the in-place performance

appraisal system for enlisted people is not designed for central

access or analysis; but the social climate of the Coast Guard,

vis-a-vis the supervisor-subordinate relationship, must also share

the blame. The artifical barriers to communication that tradition

and custom erect between supervisors and their subordinates signifi-

cantly influence the interpersonal interaction required by performance

appraisal. Aks a result very few supervisors in the Coast Guard
seem competent in accurately observing, appraising, or giving feedback
about performance. (Wehrenberg and Frey, 1979)

The instruments were administered concurrent with the attitude

and behavoral measures to the managers of the selected supervisors

with the notion that discussion of behavioral dimensions would help

focus the respon3e set of the respordents with respect to the per-

formance related scales. Once again, the design is a post only,

with a matched control group, 10 to 16 months subsequent to the

training (figure 3-4).
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Figure 3-4

Sample Selection

As discussed earlier the original design of the Coast Guard

Leadership and Management Program was to include training only for

senior enlisted personnel (SPOLAM course). Part of the rationale for

this choice was that the senior petty officer (SPO) is the first-line

supervisor, interacting on a daily basis with the work force, and

would stand to gain the most from the training. It was also assumed

by the developers that the SPi- would be more easily influenced to

adopt a sound management theory. Part of this choice was politically
motivated as reflected in comments like "...officers already know how

to manage." and "...you are going to teach a Captain how to manage?"

even though the LMPDS was sensitive to the folly of this ý.ogic. From

an organizational change standpoint, education of to,.p-manage:ment was

considered as critical, but the thrust of the curreni: LAM program is

still heavily weighted in the direction of the SPO, B-6 through E-9,

level.
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In order to gather enough information from a large number of

graduates, my sample was necessarily it the SPO level. However,

it is the opinion of the LAM staff and the researcher that within

this sampla'the nhavidU•ls most likely to be im.pacted are the

fairly junior, newer to the Coast Guard and their supervisory

roles, E-6. The overwhelming majority of course volunteers are

E-6 not E-7 through E-9, and tha prevailing social climate is

reflected by the opinion that the "salty old Chief" already knows

how to supervise. Although I disagree with this opinion, my sample

was largely E-6, with a small group of E-7 through E-9 selected to
test the hypothesis that E-6 are most likely to be impacted by the

training. I was, in effect, saying "let me test those who, in your

opinion, are the most likely to support your thesis that the training

creates changes in behavior and performance" or even "...give me

your best shot." Once again, different criteria were used for

sample selection for the various measures, as shown in Table 3-1, so

each set of criteria will be discussed.L-ndividually.

Reaction Measure

The current standardized reaction survey for.m was instituted

in the LAM program in October 1979, with minor changes in December

1979. The first class responding to the current survey after

December was used as the sample. The paygrade (60% E-6, age C-33),
TIS (kA2 years), and number of subordinates (R5) of the sample

was typical of the make up of SPOLAM classes, and the dUta from the

sample has been compared to all classes since December 1979 with

no significant (p>0.05) differences noted. 'Tese same graduates

were again surveyed six months subsequent to the training..

V'
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Attitude, Behavior, and Performance Measure*

The experimental (trained) group was randomly selected from

class rosters 10 to 1§ months after the training. The control group

was selected from a list of people who had volunteered for the course

but had not at the time been selected (first come, first served basis),

and were matched individually with the experimental group by grade,

TIS, type of unit (surrogate for position type), and number of

subordinates. Again, the bulk of the sample (52%) were E-6, andI due to the selection process for the training, volunteers.

Cognitive Measure

The present end of course examination was developed during the

Summer of 1979.* The pre-post measure sarn9le was one entire class of

which the make up was the same as the general population of graduates

along the di.mensions previously discussed. The examination was ad-

ministered just prior to receiving the training, and upon completion

of the course. The post-post measure was administered to the first

c.lass to receive the latest edition of the examination upon completion

of the course and again (abbreviated version) at six months. The

post scores from the first group Cl and the first post scores from the

second group C2 were equivalent (p> 0.05).

Instrm-entation

The instrumentation for all phases of the evaluation was either

desie~med specifically for this project or instituted by the researcher

for the ongoing evaluation of the course. Due to budgetary constraints,

most of the actual data gathering was done by survey instruments,

although sorne of the instruments were developed from interview content

analysis. Again, each phase of the evaluation uses different. instru-

F mentation, as discussed below.
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Reactioni (See Appendix 1)

The reaction survey was designed an an integral part of the

ongoing internal evaluation of the LAM courses at Yorktown and

Petaluma in 1979. The demographic section is used to generate

student distribution data at the end of the fiscal year, and also

as a predictor of course impact (example hypothesis: The more

people in a supervisor's work group, the more positive will be his

or her reaction to the course). many of the questions (1, 3, 5,

7, etc.) have to do with reaction to the staff, and the physical

surroundings. A major portion of the questionnaire has to do

with the graduates, perceptions of their own pest performance in

light of their "new knowledge". R~esponses to these questions are

predictably low and self-critical (questions 11-18)# i.e. "I did

not know the personal goals of my subordinates".

The other section of interest addresses the graduates' commit-

ment or desire to change his or her leadership behaviors (questions

19-21).. Responses to these are predictably high ("I can now better

predict the consequences of my behavior").

Attitude (See Appendix 111)

The measure of attitude change is a portion of the self-report

of the supervisor. Although designed primarily as a self-report

of behavior many of the scales are attitudinal in nature (i.e.* "Are

you interrested in the welfare of your subordinates?" "Do you

stick up for your subordinates?" etc.). in fact, one could predict

considerable response bias, a definite ceiling effect, in the trainedIi~ group si.nce many of the questions were almost directly addressed in

the training ("Do you treat people with a high skill level different
than others with a low skill level?"). The scales related to
attitude are listed in Table 3-3.



Cognition (See Appendix 11)

The measure of learning (cognitive gain) Was developed from

a battery of test questions written during the suxmmer of 1979 using

amethodology suggested by Thorndike and Hagen (1977). The questions

were developed directly from the approved training objectives. After

group behavior, problem solving, situational leadership, conflict

reouinadcmuiain)arno lcino 5mlil
ch~ouice and f5"os orret quesioa fanorme thet ofx25mulatiple The

miultiple chieqetosaddress specific key terms and concepts

presented in the training. The 25 "most correct" questions are unique

in having partial ceifoal.answers and maximum credit for the

."most correct" answer given that particular situation.

A test item analysis was conducted resulting in invalidating

thrcee questions which were subsequently replaced. Split-half

correlations are high (r=0O.87) indicating considerable reliability

of the instrument. Identical versions were used for the pre-post

measure, and a condensed version (ten vs. 25 questions in each section)

was used for the seven month post-measure of retention. ViTe ten

questions were randomly selected from those rated hard (degree ofI

difficulty and differentiation index in the top quartile), medium

(middle quartiles) and easy (bottom quartile), two, five, and three

respectively.

Behavior (See Appendix III)

The instruments u~sed for behavior descri.ption are the most

intricate of the series. They consist of three separate instruments

designed to be administered to 1) the manager and peers of the se-

lected supervisors,-2) the supervisors themselves, and 3) the employees

of the supervisors. The scales were chosen after extensive convertation

with the teaching staff, and represent those areas in which change

U in behavior would most likely occur as a result of the type of training

being conducted. As discussed previously the training is centered
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on a human relations (Concern for people) model of supervision as

reflected in the survey scales: communications between the super-

visor and subokd±nate; decision making levell reinforcement skills;

concern for people, retention of qualified people; performance feed-

back; teamwork development; work facilitation; etc. With few exceptions

each scale consista of two or more questions with intra-scale

correlations on the order of 0.8 or better (see Table 3-2.)

The employee (Type E) survey was tested during a Series of

two-day workshops aimed at entire operating units, and was able to

capture small but significant changes along the dimensions predicted

by the staff and the researchers as most likely to be impacted
I : (Wehrenberg and Kuhnle, 1979).

Some elements of the Supervisor (Type S) survey instrument were

designed as part of the attitudinal measure (above) and some elements

of the Manager and Peer report (Type MP) were designed to serve as

a performance measure (below). These scale groupings are listed in

Table 3-3.

Performance (See Appendix II)

The performance measure consists of a portion (seven of nineteen

. 'scales) of the Manager report of the supervisor's behavior. As

mentioned earlier, traditional measures of enlisted performance are
not routinely archived and were unavailable. Due to the complexity

of the job-elements present in the sample, ranging from pollution

control specialists to anti-submarine warfare specialists, only the

most general, global descriptions of performance were used. The

Coast Guard has developed a system of job-analysis for special skills,

but as yet has no performance standards for supervisors or managers

(although a job-analysis of the functions of management and supervision

R_ is in progress; Wehrenberg and Lanternan, 1981).

VI ,K••......•..-,! . . ' " ..
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The dimensions chosen for performance reporting were (Table

3-3) concern for task and people, flexibility, performance feedback,

teamwork development, and task specific as well as overall

performance. Scale internal consistency (Pearson correlations)

range from about r-0.7 to x-0.9 (Table 3-2).

Response categories for the attitude, behavior, and performance

instruments consisted of five point Likert-type scales of extent;

l-To a very little extent, and 5 To a very great extent.

V-

!,
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INTRA-SCALE RELIABILITY

(Pearson Correlations)

SCALE INSTRUMENT TYPE
EMplo-ye- Manager/Peer Sgpervisor

Si 0.736 0.850 0.742
S2 0.886 0.793 0.850

S3 0.838 0.849 0.825
S4 0.604 0.691 0.701

S6 0.808 0.891 0.804
S7 0.880 0.883 0.755

SbO 0.808 0.853 0.811
Sib 0.836 0.861 0.850
E12 0.866 0.911 0.902
S13 0.880 

*0.867

S14 * 
0.881

s15* 
0.972

S16 0.783 
*0.80

S17* 
*

sis

S19 
*

S20**

*Single question

**Supervisor (type s) survey only

Table 3-2
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SCALE GROUPINGS

Manager and Peer report (Type MP survey)

Behavior Description Scales Performance Rating Scales

Communications Concern for Task
Concern for task Flexibility
Decision Making Level Concern for People
Flexibility Performance Feedback
Reinforcement Skills Teamwork Development
Concern for People Overall Performance
Concern for Retention Task Performance
ride in the Coast Guard
Attempt to Motivate
Performance Feedback
Work Facilitation
Teamwork Development
Overall Performance
Concern about Leadership
Task Performance
Working With People
Need for PO Leadership Training
Need for JO Leadership Training
Need for SO Leadership Training

Supervj-ir Self-Report (Type S survey)

Behairioc Description Scales Attitude Scales

Communications Concern for Task
Concern for Task Concern for People
Decision Making Level Concern for Retention
Flexibility Pride in the Coast Guard

SReinforcement Skills Approachability
Concern for People Degree of Impact
Concern for Retention Supervisors Create Problems
Pride in the Coast Guard Long Range Goal Orientation
Attempt 'n Mot. e Need for PO Leadership Training
Pe-,. c....e 7',.-. 2..,ick Need for JO Leadership Training
Work Facilitation Need for SO Leadership Training
Teamwork Development
Approachability
Degree of Impact
Supervisors Creaw- roblems
Long Range Goal ,-r.antation
Support From Management
Need for PO Leadership Training
Need for JO Leadership Training
Need for SO Leadership Training

Table 3-3
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Pesulta

imy findings will, once again, be divided into five sections,

dealing with measures of reaction, attitude change, cognitive gain

and retention, behavior change, %nd performance differences between

trained a:d untrained supervisors. Statistical analyses were performed

on the Johns Hopkins' Applied Physics Lab IBM 370 computer using

the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) program package supported by

the U. S. Coast Guard, Psychological Research Branch. Large sample

t-tests are identical to Z-tests.

PA action

As mentioned previously on an absolute scale the measures

of reaction to the course are predictably positive. Table 3-4 lists

the mean- (on a five point rikert-type scale of extent of agreement)

of the experimental sample and the population of all graduates. Means

greater than 4.0 are common, especially on questions related to t.he

applicability of the course material (Q9, 'Was the coure material appli-

cable to your job in the Coast Guard?", 14.46, SD-0.65). Perceptions

of past leadership effectiveness (Q12-QIS) wete low, but predictably so

considering the wording of the questions ("Were you providing appropriate

performance feedback - both positive and nogative?" 5i-3.10, SD-0.46).

Table 3-5 lists the means and F-ratios of a group of 24 graduates

immediately after the course and at seven months subsequent to the

course. It appears that much of the original enthusiasm for the course

is susbtained as evidenced by the number of questions for which there

are no significant (p< 0.01) differenzcess 22 of 32. However, 10 questions

do show significant differences. Responses to questions Q4, Q8, and Q9

2! indicate a decrease in the positive feelings associated with the course

content and its applicability. Responses to questions Q14 , Q1 6, and Q17
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REACTION SURVEY
COMPARISON OF SAbLPLZ(N-24) TO POPULATION OF GRADUATES (N-215)

VARIABLE SAMPLE POPULATION
MEA MEAN F-RATIOS

Q1 4.04 4.14 F(22,203)-i.49, P>0.6

Q2 4.46 4.42 F(23,208)-i.1B, P),0.7
Q3 3.91 4.06 F(22,207)-i.57, P)0.4
Q4 4.54 4.35 F (23,210)w1. 88, P'0.2
Q5 4.58 4.60 F(23,210)-l.67, P>0.9
Q6 4.79 4.70 F(23,210)-1.67, )0.4
Q7 4.33 4.45 F (23,103 1-. 34, P'O.$
Q8 4.46 4.53 F (23,204) =1. 51, P.. 6
Q9 4.46 4.46 F(23,2Of)='1.08, ;>O 9
QIO 4.50 4.35 F(23,209)-•i.3•, P>C,.3
Q1I 4.71 4.66 F(23,210)i..31, P>0.7
Q12 3.115 3.39 F(19,209)-2.02, P>O.1
Q13 2.75 3.02 F(14,208)-1.35, P>O.3
Q14 3.10 3.17 F(20,208)w3.21, P;O.7
Q15 2.86 3.27 F(20,208)-J1.23, P>O.03
Q16 2.55 2.84 F(19,212)-l.41, PO.1
1 Q7 2.90 3.27 P(19,212)-1.50, P>O.05.

Qis 3.15 3.35 F(19,211)%1.06, P>0.2
Qi9 3.87 4.18 F(23,214)-1.60, P>0.04
Q20 3.96 4.23 F(23,213)-l.20, P>Z. 0 5
Q2! 4.00 3.70 F(23,213)-1.20, P>O.1
Q22 4.21 4.18 F(23,211)-t.20, PO.9
Q23 4.27 4.25 F(23,214)01.32, P>O.6
Q24 4.25 4.44 F(23,214),l.34 P>O.1
Q25 4.33 4.43 F(23,214)'. 75, P>O.5
Q26 4.42 4.48 F(23,214)-1.18, P>O.6
Q27 4.54 4.54 F(23,214)-1.65, P>O.9
Q28 4.38 4.66 F(23,213)l..15, P)O.6
Q29 4.50 3.99 F(23,213)-1.61, P)O.1
Q30 4.30 3.84 F(23,214)-2.27, P>O.1
9Q31 4.46 3.86 F(23,214)-2.13, P>O.1
Q32 4.13 3.54 F(23,212)-1.61, P>O.1

Table 3-4

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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REACTION SURVEY

Comparison of Sample at end of Course to
Sample Seven Months Later (N-20)

VARIABLE SAMPLE SEVEN MONTHS
MEAN POST F-IRATIJS

{QI 4.04
Q2 4.46
Q3 3.91 -
Q4 4.54 3.80 F(19,23)=1.51, P<O.OCO01
05 4.58 4.40 F(10,23)-1.58, P>O.4
Q6 4.79 4.70 F(19,23)=1.87, P>O.7
Q 7 4.33 4.30 F(19,23)=1.49, P>o.2
Q8 4.46 4.00 F(19,23)=2.50, Po.0009
Q9 4.46 4.00 F(19,23)-2.25, P<o.002
QIO 4.50 4.30 F(19,23)-1.11, P>O.7
il 4.71 4.50 F(19,23)=1.28, P>O.5

Q12 3.15 3.00 F(19,23),1.51, P>O.1
1Q3 2.75 2.80 F(18,23)=l.04, P>O.I

Q14 3.10 2.80 F(19,23)=1.55, P<O.01
015 2.86 3.10 F(19,22)=1.38, P)O.l
016 2.55 2.10 F(19,23)=1.16, P<O.001
Q17 2.90 2.70 F(18,22)=2.42, P<O.01
1Q8 3.15 2.80 F(19,23)=1.41, P)O.06

Q19 3.87 3.80 F(19,23)-2.00, P>O.l
020 3.96 3.80 F(19,23)=1.90, P>O.I
Q21 4.00 4.00 F(19,23)=1.01, P)O.9
Q22 4.21 4.10 F(18,23)=1.59, P>O.7
Q23 4.17 3.90 F(19,23)=1.09, P<O.01
Q24 4.25 4.30 F(19,2z)=1.13, P)O.2
025 4.00 4.00 F(18,22)='..72, P<O.O1
Q26 4.42 4.60 F(19,23)=1.07, PO.8
Q27 4.54 4.60 F(19,23)=1.21, P>O.8
Q28 4.3P 3.50 F(19,23)=1.47, P>0.5
029 4.50 3.80 F(18,23)=3.17, P<O.OC1
030 4.30 4.00 F(19,23)=1.15, P>O.6
Q31 4.46 4.80 F(18,23)-3.78, P<O.004
032 4,13 3.40 F(18,22)=2.10, P<O.Ol

Table 3-5
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show decreases in the individuals.self ratings of past performance,

althou4h it is unknown whether this past performance was prior to

or after the •ourse. Responses to questions Q25, Q29, and Q32 show a

decrepse in the positive reactions to the process of the course

(training methods), but Q31 shows an increase with respect to the

benefits ol role playing as a training method.

Two firial questions were posed to the graduates at the post

training administration:

1. Have you been able to apply the material presented in the

LAM course?

To which the response frequencies were yes, 18 of 20 re-

spondents, and no, 2 of 20 respondents.

2. If yes, how successfully?

Which yielded a response mean of 4.22 (SD-0.21) on a five

point scale.

Attitude

The measure of attitude is a subset of the behavioral observation

scales used in the Supervisor Self-Report (see Table 3-3), consisting

of reports oft Concern for task, people, and retention; Pride in the

Coast Guard (predicted not to change as a function of the training);

need for leadership training, which may be seen as a surrogate for the

unasked question, "Wouldn't things be better if everyone had this

training?"; and three questions related to the supervisors' influence

on situational variables and propensity to sacrifice short-term re-

wards (success) for long-term benefits (effectiveness).

Table 3-6 summarizes the data from these scales. There were no

significant differences noted between trained and untrained super-

visors on any of the Concern or Pride scales. There were also nc:

differences on the scales Supervisors Create Problems or Long

Range Goal Orientation. There was, however, a -0.1932 point difference
(F(91,124)-1.01, p<0.0 8 ) on the Degree of Impact scale ("Do your

personal actions affect the morale of those who work for you?" - "Are

the lives of those below you affected by your leadership?" etc.) opposite
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4

to the prediction. Although not at the 0.01 level of significance,

the intrascale correlation was 0.881, indicating a fairly reliabl.e

measure*

The need-for-training scales yielded the most significant results

noted in either the attitude or bahavior measures. All supervisors,

trained or untrained, reported a relativaly high need for leadership

training at all three levels of management, and the trained group

Al was higher on two scales, reporting a greater need for PC and SO

leadership training than their untrained counterparts AC.

(SIB difference-+0.3736, F(91,128)-l.64, po 0.004 7 1 $20 differenca

u+0.5078, F (91,127)-1.38, p<0.009). The significance of these

results will be discussed later in this paper.

Multivariate regression analyses yielded no significant effects

(max r2_0.ll) with assignment to control or experimental groups

never entering the stepwise regression at even the 0.5 level.

Cognition

As previously discussed two basic computations were made:

the first was a pre-training versus post-training measure to assess

change in knowledge as a function of the training; the second was

a post-training versus -ong term post-training (seven months) measure

to assess the reten,;ion of the knowledge qained,

Table 3-7 summarizes the data for the pre--:lost measure. Differences

in test scores (SAS PRT test) of 19.86 percentage points (F(24)-4.03,

p<0.0001) were observed on section two of the examination, the section

designed to measu-e rote memory of new terms and oncepts. Cn section

three, the situational or "most correct" section of the examination,

differences of 9.26 percentage points were noted (F(24)-l.37, p< 0.O001).

In both cases the differences were in the predicted direction, post-

training scores being significantly higher than pre-training scores.

.o,
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As a check for instrument reactance the post-training scores were

compared with Whose of all graduates, and no significant differences

were found at the 0.05 level of significance.

The measure of retention, summarized in Table 3-8, indicates

that a loss of that knowledge occurred in the seven month Lnterval.

On section two of the examination, the mean percentage point score

for the immediate-post-training administration was 81.14 (SD-6.91),

declining to 69.41 (SD19.2) at the seven month point. On section

three, the post-training mean was 87.21 (SD-7.18), declining to

80.79 (SDr9.02). N for both sections was_17, as a result of seven

of the original sample being transferred.

The scores of the second sample (C2) were compared with the

post-training scores of the first sample (Cl), again with no

significant differences. Comparing the immediate-post-training

scores of group C2 with the pre-training scores of group Cl again

yielded significant gains of up to 20 percentage points, p< 0.0001.

This was done to ensure that group C2 was not different from group

Cl, or from the population of ali graduates.

Further investigation indicated that at the seven month point,

graduates were not significantly different from those who had

taken the examination prior to the training, as indicated in Table 3-9.

H

iA
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Behavioral Observation

Analysis of the data captured by the behavioral measure was

conducted using two basic statistical techniques; multiple two-tailed

t-tests and linear regression. The author felt that this type of

hypotheses testing was preferable to analysis of variance (ANOVA)

or multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA), although more time con-

suming, since it would allow independent acceptance or rejection

of each hypothesis, controlling for interaction by using partial
correlations. The most obvious and interesting tests were t-tests

using assignment to contro 1 or experimental groups as the class

variable, and a multiple regression analysis to ascertain the contri-

bution of the main effect (training) to the regression formula. Due

to the large sample sizes involved a probability<0.01 was chosen as the

level of significance. Statistics for all of the data reported in

this section may be found in Appendix IV.

Table 3-10 lists the means (control and experimental), differences,

and F-ratios for the Manager and Peer report on the sample supervisors.

It is readily apparent that there were no signifcant differences re-

ported for supervisors who had attended the course as opposed to those

who had not. The largest differences were on the scales related to

the need for leadership training, but even those were not signifV.cant

(S19 difference-+0.1996, F (340,245)-l.00, p<0.0 4 ), Averaging the

differences between groups (in an attempt to support the hypothesis

that in the aggregate, something changes) yields as overall difference

of only -0.0024 points on a five point scale, hardly a major diffexence,

and opposite to the predicted direction.

In relative terms, manaS,ers and peers saw supervisors as average

(3.0 to 4.0) on most scales, but low on Concern for Retention, Pride

in the Coast Guard, Task Performance, and Working with People. They

also indicated a relatively high need for leadership training.

n~t~n-.-~"-''-"
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Table 3-11. lists tho same data for the Employee 's report on the

supervisor. Once again, no significant differences were found

between groups. *The greatest was in Concern for Task

(difference in+0.1363, F (316,424)-l.14, p<O002) with the difference

in the predicted direction, experimental group higher. Aga~in,

i.ndividual scale differences did not cluster to provide over~all

differences (+0.0450), however, in contrast to the manager and peer

report, the majority of the differences reported by employees,

although not significant, were in the predicted direction, trained

supervisors s coring higher than untrained supervisors.

In relative terms, employees scored their supervisors lower

on Pride in~the Coast Guard and Concern for Retention, and also saw

a greater need for Junior officer Leadership training (x - 4.02)

without regard to their supervisor being trained (F(422,311)1l.07,

p>0. 9 2) .

Table 3-12 lists the data for the supervisor's self report.

Again, there are no significant differences on any of the behavioral

observation scales, but significant differences were noted on the

need for leadership training scales. This will be discussed further

in the section on results of the attitude change measure. The

greatest difference was on the scale Degree of Impact, difference

Supervisors rated themselves high on Cosmmunications, Concern

for Task, Decision Making Level, Concern for People, Teanrvork

Development and Approachability. They scores themselves relatively

low on Pride in the Coast Guard, Super~isors Create Problems, and

Long Range Goal Orientation. Need for leadership training at all

three levels was seen as high.
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The next• test consisted of a multiple regression analysis using

the scale variables as the dependent variables, and the demographic

data, including the training, as the independent variables. Using

a stepwise regression, group classification (C or E) contributed less

to the regression equation than race, marital status, or number of

subordinates. The largest coefficient of determination cr 2 ) was

0.13 (accounting for only 13 percent of the variaiice) w.ith beta weights

on the order of -0.20 (marital status). Group assignment (training)

was not significant at even the 0.5 level for any of the scale variables.

The next step in the analysis was to group the data by demographic

variables in an attempt: to determine the differential impact of the

training on any one type of individual. Multiple two-tailed t-tests

were conducted on all the scale variables by paygrade, time in service,

sex, race, district to which assigned,-.marital status, type of unit

(positicn type), number of subordinates, education level, and whether

the supervisor had volunteered for the course or not. The only

significant difference found was that when looking at scales with re-

spect to the education level of the emplgyee (not the supervisor)

on the Employee report, there was a tendency for those employees with

higher levels of education to report a greater need for leadership

training when working for a trained supervisor (S18, Need for PO

Leadership Training, group BC 1-3.50, group Bl --4.66, F(352,394)-2.11,

p< 0.006).

No grouping by any other variable yielded any significant

differences on ary of the behavioral observation scales, between

trained and avntrained supervisors.

Performance

Performance data aze a subset of the behavioral observation data

already described. Table 3-13 lists the means for groups PC and PI,

the differences, and the F-rat.i.os for iach scale. These data diffe;.

I.
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from the M-anager and Peer report data (Table 3-10) in that only the

reports of the Manalers were used, and only on the seven 2erformance

related scales*

The table indicates that there were no significant differences

(even at p< 0.05) on any scale, and that the aggregate difference

was only -0.057. A regression aaalysis was only able to account

for nine percent of the variance (r 2 n0.09) at best, and then on

Qnly one scale. Assignment to experimental or control groups (impact

of the training) did not enter the stepwise regression equation, even

at the 0.5 level of significance.

Againi multiple t-tests by demography, both the demographic

variables of the managers reporting a•d the demographic variables

of the supervisors reported on, yieldead no significant performance

differences between trained and untrained supervisors.
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Discussion

The results of this study fall to support the hypothesis that

lab-training is effective in creating behavior and performance changes

in suparvisors and managerss. In this failure, evidence is added to the

already decisive thesis that classroom training alone is not sufficient

to cause changes in the workplace behaviors of supervisors.
The measure of reaction indicates that considerable enthusiasm

is generated by the self-insightful nature of the course content, and

that much of that enthusiasm is sustained over time. The only significant

long term attitude changes found in the study are reflected in the re-

sponses by supervisors that "...everyone ought to go (to the L"M course)!"

The cognitive assessment shows clearly that knowledge is gained, but

that the level of knowledge falls off significantly ove'r time, as would

be expected in an environment that does not provide the opportunity

for application (practice) of the new knowledqe. Behavioral changes

are not evidenced in observational data derived from sources surround-

ing %he supervisors. Performance changes were not reported by the

managers of the supez-"isors iii the sample (a4, ugh some anecdotal

evidence of tha "changed man" as a result of the training exist.,..

Overall, the only significant differences between trained and untrained

supervisors found in this study have to do with their perceptions of

the value of the training. Unlike other studies that have asked the

subjectz to report on the "changes" which they perc-ive in themselves

as a result of the training (Dodge, l?71; Meysrs, 1971, and Slocum;

19721 this study 3-eiied on the self-perceptions of the behaviors of
trained and untrained aupervisors independent of their behavior prior

to the training. As such, perceptions of self-improvement were not in
ev'dence. The obvious limitation of this stucy is, of cou'se, that jUSt

becauso no change is measured that does not rean that changre hazi act

occ-urred.

I
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In order to discuss the possible reasons for the apparent

lack of impact .f the LAM couse, a review of the theories of learn-

ing upon which ths course was based will t, useful.

In 1970, M1ager proposed a method of analyzing performance

problems. His analysis took the form of a decision tree in which

the first step was to identify the performance discrepancy. The
second decision node was a choice between aL "skill" deficiency and
a "motivational" deficiency. With respect to the genesis of the LAM

course, thciso hoe s a iundertaken by he devesllpment staff was to

interview line and staff managers in an attempt to describe the

Sperformance discrepancy. Once identified (however general that

descreption) the development staff was painfully aware that the

"problem" was a mix of both skill and motivation deficiencies. The

easiest direction to move in was, of course, skill training instead

of confronting the culture and tradition of the Coast Guard in an

integrated attempt to create change through reward structure manipulations.

It was recognized by the development sta.!f that many of the

behaviors they were crying to develop were behaviors for which there is

no extrinsic reward (and for which there may even be punishment, such

as accepting short term sacrifices of productivity for long term gain).

However, this was a risk that the developers were willing to take in

"order to get a "foot in the door".

A taxonomy of educational objectives discussed by Bloom (1956)

sheds even more light on the process of the LAM course. Bloom

" coproposed a taxonomy of cognitive educational goals from simple to

complex as follows:

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

It was the goal of the LAM curriculum to work through this taxonomy

with both the content and the process of the course.

I<
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Knowledge is defined as the recall of specific data. Comprehension

represents the ability to make use of the material without necessarily

relating it to other material or seeing its fullest applications.

Application is the ability to generalize the knowledge to other situ-

ations or to use the data in making predictions about future events.

Analysis is the breaking down of the new knowledge into its component

parts, and reorganizing it as necessary. Synthesis is using the output

of the analysis stage to form altogether new patterns or structures.

Evaluation relates to making judgements about the value of knowledge

based on a rational standard of appraisal.
The use of jargon words and phrases in the various content areas

of the LAM course (transactional analysis, situational leadership, etc.l

assists in the recall of knowledge. Comprehension is aided through the

restatement and continual relating of new subject matter to that already

covered. Application is attempted through the use ,;f case study and

role play techniques, enhancing the liklihood of generalization. It

is my opinion that this is the extent of Bloom's taxonozy addressed

r by the LAI4 course, resulting in the lack of higher order learning.

Looking briefly at one more model of behavioral change, this one

dir•ussfd 'y Hersey and Blanchaxd (1977), will allow a thorough dis-

cussion of the potential roadblocks to the intended success of the

LAM course.

Hersey and Blanchard discuss a model in which a participative

style change is made in order to ensure employe. (in this case,

supervisor) identification with and internalization of the change.

First, knowlediie is changed through training, then che appropriate

socio-emotional support is provided in order to facilitate first

attitudinal and then behavioral changes. This in turn leads to group

K, behavior (performance) changes. This model depicts the learning of

new behaviors as a series of gates. The first gatm is knowledge.

Trnis is surely "opered" by the LAM course, since knowledge is changed.
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The second gate is attitudinal chanqe supported by the appropriate

(st,-uctural) mechanism. it would appear that this is the point at

whic:: the LAAJ graduate runs afoul. Upon return to the workplace,

newfound knowledge and enthusiasm in hand, the supervisor is con-

fronted with the lack of structural support required for the change

in attitude or behavioral enactment of that new knowledge. The gate

closes before him.

Under these circumstances, the lack of behavioral change is pre-

dictable (House and Tosi, 1963, Carroll and Nash, 1975, 1975a; and
others ).

"Existing behaviors are part of, and are moulded by,

the culture of the work situation. In order to effectively

produce changes in the (supervisor') behavior, some changes

in his back-home-in-the-plant environment would also seem

"to be necessary. The training course along cannot do it."

(Fleishman, 1953, p 215)

"The development of the individual is materially impacted

by the kinds of rewards and satisfactions on the one hand,

or punishments and frustrations on the other, which are

characteristic of his company."

"Obviously top management wants its subordinates to be

concerned with-the-business as a whole; but the actual

rewards and punishments (from the type of structure, from

performance criteria, from policies and control systems,

and from attitudes and behaviors of his boss and his peers)

may well have the opposite effect. Learning will occur,

but not growth in the desired direction."

(McGregor, 1960, pp. 194-195)

i~i
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There is much evidence that long term behavioral changes

must be supported by the workplace environment. It would be

instructive to ra-read Section Two on the reward structute of the

Coast Guard in order to fully appreciate the impact of these

stptements.

"in addition, rotation policies demand short term per-

"formance since few supervisors remain -n one place long enough

to take a more proactive stance.

"If he is simply a passive agent being rotated, or

sent to school, or promoted, or other-wise manipulated,

he is less 3ikely to be motivated to develop himself".

(McGregor, 1950, p. 194)

In concluding this discussion, one might be tempted to

say that as long as the Coast Guard neglects to structure

rewards for desired behaviors, the behaviors will not be

enacted.

A
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SECTION FOUR

REFLECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

"But something changes'!

This is the shrill cry of the training establishment, the managers _

of graduate supervisors, and top management in the Coast Guard. But

what?

The first section of this paper discussed the history of manage-

ment and supervisory training in the Coast Guard. The intent was to

provide an historical backdrop for recommended future directions.

Section two provided an overview of the existing structure of organi-

zational rewards. Section three was a field study of the current

Leadership and Management training effort in the Coast Guard and a

discussion of the lack of measured impact. In this section, I would

like to examine the entire process of supervisor and manager training

from a somewhat different perspective, and to provide some thoughts

relevant to new directions and long range goals for management develop-

ment and organization development in the Coast Guard.

First, much evidence exists pointing out the need for integratad
change programs instead of addressing only training. To state t-hat

".,.we have a training problem-." is very similar to saying to your

doctor "...I have an aspirin problem..." (Mager, 1970). Training is

a means to an end, not an end in itself, and that end, or goal, must

be articulated clearly before training is selected as the solution.

Overwhelming problems are often encountered in efforts to change only

the individual (Fleishman, 1953; Campbell and Dunnette, 19681

Campbell., 19 7 1; Friendlander and Greenberg, 1971), only the technology

of the organization (Trist and Bamforth, 1951), or onZy the structure

of the organization. Productive change appears to be more likely in

f ! those situations where an integrated approach, addressing all three

areas, is used.

____ I
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The technology of the Coast Guard, as in many other organizations,

is changing at an alarming rate. Computers, electronic paperwork

management systems, ultra-sophisticated communications hardware,

electro-machanical control systems for an ever growing array of

machinery, satellite navigation systems, and other state-of-the-art

advances are imposing a significant challenge to the skills of

technicians and engineers. Along with the rapid changes in technology

comes a parallel need for changes in the individua! skills and knowledge

required to design, build, operate, and maintain this complicated plant.

As individuals change and become more sophIsticated the methods that

managers use to accomplish the goals of the organization must become

more sophisticated as well.

The supervisors of twenty years ago were considered to be (and

rightly so) the experts in thei'r respective fields, the repositories

of the entire field of specialized knowledge. As that fielId broadens

and br-nches into intricate s'ib-specialties supervisors are seen less

as experts and more as facilitators of information flow. Unfortunately,

this role, although most certainly real, has never been articulated.

Even in the face of five generations of technological growth the Coast

Guard has not redefined the role of managers and supervisors as that of

information/communications flow-interpersonal-skills specialist. In

view of the startling changes in technology, supervisors have been

forced to become more teamwork oriented, and the most successful

mdnager. are not necessarily those with technical expertise, but those

C1i who are able to successfully integrate the information flow of the

specialists in their workgroup. Obviously this change in technology

necessitates a major redefining of the roles of all Coast Guardsmen.

In order to support new technologies and the attendant new roles

Sof individuals, changes in the structure of the organization must also



be considered. The traditional long lines of management responsi-

bility and authority must be evaluated. Control systems, now

originating in Washington, are seen as restriqt±-ie and confining,

specifying only the boundaries of organizationally sanctionea

activity, Ijot the directions for new and more creative activity..
Responsibility and authority have been moving uphill to the point
where middle managers cannot (or will not) act without prior sanction

of their seniors.
The point of the above arguments is that an integrated approach

to change is needed; a mo~del of individual and organizational change

is clearly required. It is difficult for the first-line supervisor

to . see the utility in supervisory training wheu she perceives

herself only as a buffer between the "tops" and the "bottoms".

Such a model has been proposed by social learning theorists.
This model of change is similar to tradional expectancy Lheory

(Vroom, 19641 Galbraith and Cummings, 1967; Porter and Lawler, 1968;

Graen, 1969). Figure 4-1 depicts the basic factors in social learning

theory (Bandura, 1977; Patterson, 1980;).

An individual performs specific behaviors in order to achieve

certain outcomes. The outcomes which an individual strives to achieve

are those in which he or she places some value (valence). This is

very similar to a model describing behavior as goal-directed, proposed

by Maslow (1954). At any given time, an individual is striving to

reach the most valued outcome at that time. Through various means

(such as direct experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion

or emotional arousal) the individual has developed a notion that certain

behaviors or chains of behaviors will lead to certain outcomes (outcome

expectations). The individual also has some concept of seZf, and

whether or not he or she can actually perform those specific behaviors

(efficacy expectations). This combination of valence, outcome expecta-

tions, and efficacy expectations (I value an outcome, I expect a certain

behavior will lead to that outcome and I expect that I will be able to

enact that behavior) determines whether or not the behavior will indeed

be attempted. This is admittedly a simplistic description of social

learning processes. It becomes more complex when; all possible outcomes
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and chains of outcomesl all possible behaviors that could lead

to those outcomes, both in situations where different behaviors lead

to the same outcome (equifinality) and a single behavior leads to

multiple outcomes I and many other factors are considered. For the

purposes of this discussion,..however, it should suffice.

in looking at the way leadership and management training has been

addressed in the past, the "survey of the field" type of course

currently offered only addresses one element of the social learning

model. The course has thus far: described a number of possible

supervisory event outcomes, broadening the participants knowledge

of the range of possible outcomes; and attempted to increase the

valence of those Outcomes which the deveZopers and astff feel to

be valuable, their perception of the ideal managerial world. Although

some attempt has been made to tie specific behaviors to those out-

comes through case study and role play techniques, this appears to have

had little impact.

We can say then, that the LAM program has, to a certain unmeasured

degree, clarified some outcomes for the participants. It may or may

not have increased the valence of those outcomes (although supervisors'

reports that "...everyone ought to go'." indicate that there has been

some impact here), and probably has not changed outcome expectations

("I know what ideal looks like, but how do I get there?") ur efficacy

expectations ("That's easy enough in the classroom, but it's not like

that on the job. I jusl couldn't say that!")

Further study of programs like the Coast Guard's along the dimensions

discussed are surely called for. One such study is already underway, at

a major manfacturing company (Patterson, 1980) and should yield some

interesting results.

If the social learning theory of individual change is valid, a

training prognam designed to impact the behaviors of supervisors and

managers might be approached from a more long-term perspective. The

first step would still be an analysis of training needs, but not just

to identify performance discrepancies. We must also determine the

valence of the outcomes, the outcome expectations, and the efficacy

expectations as seen by ;he ta•aget'populati•n. It is not enough to

say "we want this behavior", wa must analyze and modify valences and



expectations as well. Showing supervisors a specific outcome must

be accompanied by showing them what behaviors lead to that outcome,

determining if the behaviors are in the repertoires of the supervisors,

and showing them that they can perform the necessary behaviors. Even

more Important, we must make the value of the outcomes known. This

requires either making the intrinsic value of the outcome clear,

or structuring extrinsic rewards for the behaviors that lead to the

desired outcomes and making the connection between the outcome and the

reward clear.

What does this mean for the future growth of the LAM program? As

previously mentioned, the course appears to have expanded the participants'

awareness of the range of possible managerial outcomes. This should not

only continue, but should be expanded so that more supervisors can share

this awareness. A concerted effort snould be made to show supervisors

the value of the desired outcomes. Inherent in this step is that top

management can identify those outcomes which are desired or required,

and that the organization is willing to provide rewards for those out-

comes. Thi3 may require a re-evaluation of the reward structure as dis-

cussed in section twp.

A constant "temperature sensing" evaluation would provide the

"outcome clarification and valence enhancing" team with feedback so

that they may determine when enough (?) supervisors and managers see

the value of the desired outcomes to proceed to the next step. This

process may 'De seen as creating a felt-need. The next step would con-

sist of making a clear tie between specific behaviors and the now-valued

outcomes, and then finally addressing actual "skills traiaiing", showing

the supervisors how to perform the necessary behaviors and giving them

the opportunity to practice those behaviors in a non-threatening

atmosphere (increasing efficacy expectations)6. This entire process

may take upward of another five years. However, we already have a

good start.

6 For a survey of current methods addressing increasing efficacy ex-
pectation~s, see "How training through behavior modeli.ng works", in
Personnel Journal, July 1980, by S. Wehrenberg and R. Kuhnle.
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The potential payoff of a long-range focus on supervisory

tri•hing cannot be expressed in terms of dollars. However, I

feel confident that txe reward will far outweigh the pain.

t.I
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LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT END OF COURSE CRITIQUE

DEMOGRAPHY: PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW BY CIRCLING THEii APPROPRIATE RESPONSE OR BY FILLING IN (PLEASE PRINT) THE
REQUESTED INFORMATION. Class Code (0 - 5)

WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT PAYGRADE? 0 - (1 - 9) (7)
W _- (1 - 4) (8)

E - _ _ _ _ 9) (9)
GS- (, 18) (10-11)
WG- (1 - 19) (12-13)

SPECIALTY? (EXAhPLE! 1 S T or PERS (14-16)

TRAINING SITE? 1. YORKTOWN 2. PETALUMA (17)

YOUR AGE? YEARS (18-19)

HOW MANY YEARS FEDERAL'/MILITARY SERVICE? YEARS (20-21)

WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT SERVICE PLANS?

1. ELIGIBLE FOR RETIREMENT
"2. PLAN TO REMAIN CN DUTY AT LEAST .UNTIL ELIGIBLE FOR RETIREMENT
3. RE-ENLiST OR EXTEND, UNDECIDED ABOUT CAREER
4. UNDECIDED
5. DO NOT PLAN TO STAY BEYOND MY CURRENT OBLIGATION

TO WHICH DISTRICT ARE YOU ATTACHED! (CIRCLe 04E)

"GL1 02 03 05 07 08 09 11 12 13 14 17 18 HQ OR OTHER (23-24)

DID YOU REQUEST THIS SCHOOL PRIOR TO BEING SELECTED? (25)

1. YES 2. NO

IF YES, HOW LONG AGO DID YOU REQUEST I'? (26-28)

MONTHS

TO %HAT EXTENT DID YOUR COMMAND SUPPORT YOUR REQUESr (29)
1 2 34 5

NO SUPPORT GREAT StUPPORT
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ARE YOU
1. REGULAR? 2. RESERVE? 3. CIVILIAN? (30)

SEX?
1. MALE 2. FEMALE (31)

RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY (32)
1. POLYNESIAN, SOMOAN, HAWAIIAN
2. CHINESE, JAPANESE, KOREAN

3. 1HITE
4. SPANISH DESCENT
5. MALAYAN, FILIPINO, GUAMANIAN
6. BLACK
7. INDIAN, ESKIMO ALEUT

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AT YOUR PRESENT COMMAND? (33)

1. LESS THAN 3 MONTHS
2. 3 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 6 MONTHS
3. 6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN I YEAR
4. 1 YEAR BUT LESS THAN 2 YEARS
5. 2 YEARS BUT LESS THAN 4 YEARS
6. MORE THAN 4 YEARS

HOW MANY PEOPLE REPORT DIRECTLY TO YOU? (34)
1. 0
2. 1 -3
3. 4-6
4. 7 OR MORE

HOW MANY PEOPLE WORK I'l YOUR WORK GROUP? (35)
1. 0
2. 1 -3
3. 4 -6
4. 7 OR MORE

TO WHAT TYPE UNIT ARE YOU ASSIGNED ? (36-37)
1. WHNEC 10. RADIO STATION
2. W,'EC 11.' mSO

3. WPB 12. BASE
4. W'LB 13. LORAN
5. OTHER AFLOAT 14. SUPPLY AND R & D
6. AIR STATION OR 15. TRAININC CENTER

UNIT 16. DISTRICT OFFICE
7. GROUP 17. OUTCONUS
S. STATION 18. OTHER ASHORE
9. SUPPORT CENTER

H
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Z n

PLEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE
COURSE CONTENT AND PROCESS: TO WHAT EXTENT.......4 a

t 'n m ' 'n-3 -1

1. DID THE STAFF.MAKE A CONCERTED EFFORT TO MEET YOUR 1 2 3 4 5
PERSONAL NEEDS BEFORE YOUR ARRIVAL?

2. DID THE STAFF MAKE A CONCERTED EFFORT TO MEET YOUR 1 2 3 4 5
PERSONAL NEEDS DURING THE COURSE?

3. WERE YOUR FERSONAL NEEDS OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM ACTUALLY 1 2 3 .!
MET?

4. WERE YOUR PARTICULAR CONCERNS, DESIRES, OR WANTS FOR 1 2 3 4 =

CLAS:SROOM MATERIAL MET?

5. DID THE SPACEj IN WHICH THE COURSE WAS HELD PROVIDE A 1 2 3 4 5
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE?

6. DID THE STAFF TRY TO CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE OF OPENNESS? 1 '• 3 4i 5

7. DID YOU FEEL THAT AMPLE TIME WAS ALLOTTED FOR YOU TO 1 3 3 4 5
DISCUSS SITUATIONS OR STATE YOUR OPINIONS IN THE CLASSROOM?

8. WJERE THE GOALS OF THE COURSE CLEARLY STATED? 1 2 3 4 5

1). IVIMZ THE COURSE MATERIAL APPLICABLE TO YOUR JOB IN THE 1 2 3 4 5
COAST GUARD?

10. WAS THE COURSE MATERIAL APPLICABLE TO YOUR PERSOiNAL AND 1 2 3 4 5
PROFESSIONAL LIFE OUTSIDE THE COAST GUARD?

11. ARE YOU NOW MORE AWARE OF THE IMPACT WHICH YOUR 1 2 3 4 5
BEHAVIOR HAS ON OTHERS?

BASED ON ,'4iAT YOU KNOW NOW, PLEASE RATE YOUR PERFORMANCE
BEFORE YOU ATTENDED THE LAM COURSE. TO WHAT EXTENT.....

12. W~iZE YOU HAVING A POSITIVE IMPACT ON YOUR SUBORDINATES? 1 2 3 i 5

13. 'WRE YOU APPROPRIATELY TELLING YOUR SUBORDINATES WHAT 1 2 3 4 5
WAS EXPECTED OF THEM?

I.ý. WEkE YOU PROVIDING APPROPRIATE PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK- 1 2 3 d 5
sofim POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE?

15. •ERE YOU ENSURING THAT REALISTIC COALS WERE SET WITHIN 1 2 3 =1 5

YZ0L)1 WC!-K GROUP? I
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16. DID YOU KNOW THE PERSONAL GOALS OF YOUR SUBORDINATES? 1 25 (_

17. WERE 'YOU EFFECTIVE WITH YOUR INTERPERSONAL 1 2 3 ' 5 C
COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS?

18. WERE YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLES EFFECTIVE? 41 :" 11 (4

WITH RESPECT TO THE LAM COURSE YOU HAVE JUST COMPLETED, TO
WHAT EXTENT.....

19. ARE YOU NOW MORE ABLE TO PREDICT THE CONSEQUENCES, BOTH I 3 4 5
POSITIVE AND/OR NEGATIVE, OF YOUR ACTIONS:

20. HAVE YOU DEVELOPED NEW OPTIONS FOR DEALING WITII 3 5
SITUATIONS WHICH LEADERS HEET?

21. H.AVE YOU DECIDED TO ALTER YOUR LEADERSHIP BEHAVIORS? 1 2 3 4 5 C

22. WAS THE SEQUENCING OF MATERIAL ACCEPTABLE TO YOU? 1 2 3 o 5 (

WERE THE PRESENTATIONS BY THE STAFF ......

23. EASY TO UNDERSTAND 1 2 3 4 5 (
• 24. WELL ORGANIZED 1 2 3 4 5 (

25. TIED TOGETHER 1 2 3 4 5 (
26. RELATED TO REAL LIFE SITUATIONS 1 2 3 4 5 (

27. DID THE AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS - HANDOUTS, FLIP CHARTS, 1 2 3 4 5 (
MOVIES - CONTRIBUTE POSITIVELY TO YOUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE?

RANK ORDER THE FOLLOWING CLASSROOM METHODOLOGIES AS THEY
CONTR18iTED POSITIVELY TO YOUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE WITH NR 5
CC-. RIBUTING HOST AND NR 1 CONTRIBUTING LEAST.

28. SKILLS DEVELOPEMENT EXERCISE 1 2 3 ,1 5 (
29. CAMES/ACTIVITIES 1 2 3 4 5 5

v 30. CASE STUDIES 1 2 :3 4 5
31. ROLE-PLAYING 1 2 3 4 5
32. INSTRUMENTS (e.g. LEAD SELF) 1 2 3 4 5

PLEASE USE THE REVERSE SIDE FOR ANY OTHER FEEDBACK ABOUT 'rifE TETl RESUILTS
CO'.'RSE WH[ICH YOU WISH TO PROVIDE. BE AS SPECIFIC AS YOU CAN#
FOCUSLNC ON PARTICULAR ITEMS OR BEHAVIORS AS APPROPRIATE. SEC.ION cI N1 . _r

8,1"1 i(ON 'I~l';r . '

S EC'FTION T'II;I.E_ __ (
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LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT COURSE EXAMINATION

(PART II - THEORETICAL CONCEPTS)

This part of the examination contains 25 multiple-choice questions.
The questions are intended to measure your knowledge oE the theoretical
concepts which were discussed during the course.

- Each question has three responses. Only one response is "correct".
The other two contain elements which make them incorrect. Therefore, you
will receive credit only when the correct response is selected. You should
select only one response for each question.

There is no penalty for guessing, so answer all questions.

DO NOT WRITE IN THE EXAMINATION BOOK~LET
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L•M COURSE EXMINMTION

1. In defining leadership, we listed various characteristics of the
leader, the follower and the task. A list of things whiich characterize the
leadership of the organization and cause the job to be done would include

a. norms,.ability, effectiveness, and style

b. tradition, policy, regulations, and style

c. ability, willingness, expectations, and style (a)

2. An effective leader is usually aware of more than just the task being
accomplished. S/he is aware of how the followers are handling the task in
terms of who speaks to whom, where the informal leadership lies, and how
the decisions are made. This element of group behavior is called group

a. process

b. cohesiveness

c. content (M)

3. Transactional Analysis (TA) is one tool which may help you better
understand the communication process between two people. According to the
TA model, when a sender receives a response from an unexpected ego state,
the cornunication process tends to

a. speed up

b. continue

•I ~~c. b:og down(Im

4. To be both effective and successful, a leader must have a clear
understanding of his power base. In addition to power given by the
organizaticn, you gain varying amounts of power from others based upon your

a. title, competence, and rank

b. billet, integrity, and self disclosure

c. ccnpetence, personality, and integrity (C)



5. In planning charge, ona effective method of assessing the situation is
the force field analysis. A force field analysis can provide you with

a. a list of factors working for you and against you at the present
time in a given situaLion.

b. a list of both positive and negative factors which have affected 1
the situation over a given period of time.

c. an analysis of the qood and bad traiLs of the individu&ls
involved. (c)

6. In his motivation theory, Herzberg described factors that tend to
motivate people to do a better job and factors that tern to maintain people
on a job. Some of the factors which he identified as havirg a longer
lasting impact on performance include

a. salary, achievement, recognition, and personal life.

b. work itself, recognition, achievement, and responsibility.

c. achievement, responsibility, supervision, and growth. (f)

7. Job enrichment has much potential for increasirg the motivation of
employees. To determine when job enrichment is appropriate, supervisors
weigh various factors. What two factors must be considered in your
assessment of ANY situation?

a. task significance and autonomy. 4.

b. variety and task identity of the new job.

c. willingness and ability of the employee. (g)

8. Although played by many people, psychological mind games rarely do
anything except waste time. If this loss of time is to b! minimized, a
supervisor must be able to recognize %J{en games are being played. One
primary element that is ALWAYS present in games is .

a. negative payoff to the initiator

b. crossed transactions

c. repetition (U)

i*1
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, . .9. 4hene.,er leadership styles are discissed, the term "consistency" often
surfaces. Consistency in a leaders' style might BEST be described as using
the same style _

a. all the time

b. each time a particular task is done

c. whenever the ability and w-illingness of the subordinates indicate
the us, of that style (o)

10. There are three pha•es that people tend to go through when a
,. £uper~isor tries to chan(.? individual or group behavior. These phases are

called unfreezing, change, and refreezing. In which of of the following[ situatit-.ns would the unfreezing phase be LEAST appropriate?

a. when the follower Is at a high need level.

b. the perscn(s) see the need for the change.

c. the person(s) have the ability to accomplish the desired change.
S~(p)

j.i

11. In work groups, leadership may or may not be designated. The person
who gains leadership through his or her personal characteristics is often
referred to as the .

a. deviant

b. informal leader

c. formal leader (i)

12. With iany external rewards, such as liberty? the characteristic of
zero point e:icalation often- takes place. This characteristic c:n have a
negative impact upon the work itself because

a . an attained reward is generally considered as a right.

b. the value of the str- e increases with time.

c. increased zero point escalation leads to resentment and apathy.(f)
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13. Effective listening can BEST be described as involving the use of the

receivers capabilities of

a. hearing and feeling

b. feeling and thinking

c. hearing, thinking, and sight (x)

14. During the course, we discussed the balance which an effective
supervisor makes between success and effectiveness or, in other words,
between and .

a. perforrance, motivation

b. behavior, expectations

c. performance, stress (a)

15. Within most formal organizations, sub-groups called "informal groups"
tend to form. These informal groups normally form to meet the needs of the
individuals in the

a. organizaton including those in the informal group

b. informal group itself

c. organization excluding those in the informal group (i)

16. In the ccnmmunication process, many things can go wrong. Which of the
following BEST describe a barrier which can promote defensiveness on the
part of the receiver?

a. semantics, buzz-words, and jargon

b. commonness of experience of the two parties.

c. complimentary transactions (w)



17. In 'their efforts to maximize the probability of both short and log
"range success, supervisors evaluate many factors before sell:ting a
leadership style. 71o of these factorn a b12ity ar4 willingness- are
BEST evaluated by corsiderlng •

a. how the in.dividual does other assigned duties

b. the specific characteristics of the individu3l and the task

c. how others have done the job in the past (o)

18. Many effective performance appraisal systems include a process for
docu•,enting specific job performance - both positive and negative. In
addition to helping meet organization needs, this process helps the
supervisor meet individual needs for growth and development by providing
data for

a. justifying the assigned marks

b. the next "good deal" (school, assignment, etc.) that comes along

K c. specific and timely feedback (r)

- 19. Effective decision making tends to follow as a direct result of
effective problem analysis. Effective problem analysis is often a direct
result of

a. knowirg where you want to go when you start

b. having a clear picture of the history of your work group

c. knowing what your boss has done in this situation in the past (b)

20. Within mos': groups, patterns of behavior delelop which are expected of
all group m.mbers. An individual entering such a group can BEST learn what
these behavior patterns are by .

a. reading the organization's rules and regulations

b. asking people outside the group

c. observing the behavior of group members (i)
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21. Our growing up years have a significant impact on the way we tehave.
"Parent tapes" provide us with many rights and wrongs, shoulds and
should zs, beliefs, etc. Two factors which are very difficult to change
but which must be dealt with due to the major influence they have upon our
assunptionm and our prejudices are .

a. attitudes and values

b. willirgness and ability

C. knowledge and skill (k)

22. Listening can be an effective interpersonal commUnication too! for the
supervisor. Using certain listening techniques, the supervisor can ensure
that he or she understands the message which has been sent. Using other
listening techniques, the supervisor can keep the other person talking.
These techniques include

a. silence, indicating agreement, and paraphrasing

b. indicating agreement, paraphrazing, and acknowledgements

c. silence, paraphrasing, and acknowledgements (p.)

23. As assessment of the followers ability and willingness by the leader
is essential for the leader to determine an appropriate leadership style.
We tend to judge ability in terms of

a. desire, skill, and confidence

b. knowl•dge, skill, and experience

c. knowledge, training, and reputation (o)

24. We often pigeonhole people by virtue of the assumptions we make about
then. The expectations a leader has of another individual can have a
ne.ative or positive impact on the performance of that person. This
situation can BEST be described as .

a. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs--we like to be what others say we
should be.

1b. Groupthirk---we decide what others will be.

c. Self-fulfilling prophecy--- tend to become what significant
others say we are. (n)
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25. When you as a supervisor are attemptirg to socialize a new behavlor
into your work group, significant long-lastlnr impact on their behavior is
"normally obtained from _

a. The written instructions which you provide

b. the punishment you impose for non-compliance

c. your continued display of the desired behaviors (d)

END OF PART II

:!

f

I
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DERSHIP1 AN MANAGEMENT COURSE EXAMINATION

(PART III: APPLICATION)

This part of the examination contains 25 multiple-choice questions.
The questions are intended to measure your knowledge of both theoretical
concepts and practical application where no slrgle "right" answer exists.

Each question has three responses. Of the three, one is most correct
and one is least correct; but none is "Incorrect". Therefore, you will
receive some credit for any response you select. Make sure that you answr
all questions, but choose only one response for each question. If more
than one response is selected, you will be given credit for the one with
the fewest points.

r

I.L

0D NOT ýN*ITE IN THE EXAMINATION BOOKLET

I
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1. Within effective groups, var:ious behaviors are exhibited which enable
the group to accomplish tasks and keep the group functioning over a long
rperiod of time. Behaviors directed toward helping the group select,
define, and solve problems are identified as behaviors.

a. personal

b. maintenance

c. task (i)

2. Human behavior tends to be directed toward satisfying individual needs.
As such, many psychologists feel that all behavior is need oriented. If
so, then to predict the behavior of anrT&ndividual, a supervisor must have
knowledge of that individuals needs.

a. strongest

b. satisfied

c. unrealistic (e)

3. If a supervisor is going to contribute a positive influence on the
personal growth of subordinates, appropriate performance feedback is
essential. Three important characteristlcs of effective feedback are that
it be

a. specific, timely, and based upon behavior

b. specific, evaluative, and based upon intentions

c. timely, non-evaluative, and based upon disclosure (h)

[ 4. Recognition is a i need most people have. A supervisor's abilly
to "stroke" his peers, subordinates, and superiors may greatly impact the
productivity of the work group. A supervisor's ability to stroke others
may be severely limited if he or she does not have appropriate .

• . a. counseling techniques

S .b. rank or position in the chain of coimmnd

c. expertise, personality, or integrity (c/d)

ýII

S. ..... . .. ..



5. When the nmbers of a group become over-cohesive, group memDers agree
for agreement's sake. When this o%:curs, the ability of t~e group to

is severely impacted.

a. reach decisions

b. critically evaluate and exploce all ideas

c. utilize all Its members (i)

6. Maslow describes five different need levels from which people operate
at different times. In general, productivity in the work envirorvnent is
raximized when the workers function on the levels.

a. social and esteem

b. social and security

c. physiological and security (e)

7. Supervisors conduct interviews or cowiseling sessions for a number of
different re3sons. If the objective is to gather information, the
supervisor would have thE most success when transactions tend to continue
indefinitely and when the supervisor is able to operate from the "
ego •tate.

a. adult

b. critical parent

c. adaptive child (1)

8. Situations do arise when a subordinate does not have the appropriate
skill to do a iprticular task. If the task is a critical one, it is not
unusual for the subordinate to be afrald to even try the task. In such
situations, the leadership style with the highest probability of success
would find the supervisor providing a amount of direction and a

amouT.t of support.

a. high, considerable

b. high, moderate

c. noderate, high (o)

. ....... ...
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9. One need that individuals have is :'he need for recognltion. If the
cliche "uiiat you stroke is what you get" holds true, what outcome is
predictable in an environment that lacks "strokes" for positivepe rfo m~ance?

a. Performance will Increase in spite of the leadership.

b. Performance will decrease as people seek out negative recognition.

c. Performance will tend to remain constant because people will beable to get satisfaction from the job itself. (d)

10. A supervisor may find that a subordinate continually exhibits
behaviors characteristic of the free child ego state. Before that

individual can be shifted to the adult ego state, the supervisor might find
it necessary to shift the subordinate to the ego state by
shifting to the ego state himself (herself).

a. Nurturing ?arent; Critical Parent

b. Adaptive Child; Adult

c. Adaptive Child; Critical Parent (M)

11. You must approach your boss with a situation where you have made a
mistake, and you are scree.hat unsure of your plans to handle it. Your boss
tends to be very judgemental and has a short fuse. Using your knowledge of
interpersonal communications, you might best avoid his wrath ard elicit his
support by starting your conversation with "Boss, _.

a. I've allowed a mistake to occur. I've got a couple of ways to
handle it, but I need your help in picking the best one.

b. We've got a small problem, but I've got a handle on it.

c. There's been a mistake and I thought you should know about it
because its going to impact your operations. (o)

12. W1hen triads are present in either low stress or high stress
situations, then tension shifts continuously between the members of the
triad. Problems for leaders usually arise. The most significant problem
that occurs is that

a. energies are diverted to resolve the internal conflict and the

task is sacraficed,.

b. one entity is played against the other.

c. corfortable close twosomos become hard to part. (j)

4,.IHi~~
~ - 4
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13. Strokes can be either positive (reward) or negative (punishment). The
leader must have an understanding of the probable outcomes of both.
Probable outcones of negative recognition are . ..._ .

a. rapid compliance, internal motivation, decreased personal poer.

b. long term impact, attention to the task, takes a long time to get
desired behaviors.

c. avoidance behavior, rapid compliance, short term impact. (d)

14. Supervisors are sometimes faced with situations in which an outside
problem such as alcohol, drugs, or divorce causes poor performance. Which
of the following best'describes the role of the supervisor regarding. such
interventions?

a. Document performance, verify the outside problem, confront the
individual with the problem.

b. Document performance, hold accountable for the work, refer to
professional counseling for outside problem.

c. Verify the problem, allow time off, provide help as necessary.(s)
C..

15. The leader must know when it is appropriate to give people
recognition. That recognition may be either continuous or intermittent.
Intermittent reinforcement would be MOST appropriate when

a. the subordinate needs high relationship behavior from the
superior.

b. the task is new to the subordinate.

c. the subordinate is able te do the task. (d)

I
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16. Many training courses devote the majority of their time to unfreezing
and changing behaviors. There is often insufficient time to refreeze the
new behaviors. Unless the supervisor is aware of this, knows what the
learned behaviors are, and provides the necessary refreezing, the behaviors
may quickly disappear. To accomplish this refreezing, the supervisor may
choose to ,

a. clearly define the subordinates role with regard to the new
behaviors.

b. intervene very little to give the individual a chance to better

develop the skills.

c. pi'ovide continuous reinforcement for the new behaviors. (p)

17. Conflict is usually inevitable in intergroup or interpersonal
relationships for a number of different reasons. In the long run, conflict
can BEST be resolved by

a. avoidance

b. consensus

c. comprcmise (I)

18. Considerable research is being done to determine the causes of stress
in the workplace because of the link between stress and coronary disorders.
Fran the research done so far, one major cause of ongoing stress In the
work place is

a. budgetary, problems

b. rapidly changing policies

c. not knowing what's expected (v)

19. In interpersonal .communications, active listening and "I messages" are
two techniques which can be very beneficial. An effective "I message" is
an expression of one's own feelings about the behavior of the receiver.
The goals of the messacle are to have the message received without causing
the receiver to become defensive and to get the receiver to change his or
her behavior. The goals can best be achieved if the sender has

a. a thorough knowledge of the situation beinM discussed.

b. a strong power base over the other person involved.

c c. rapport b-ased on trust and integrity with the other person. (r)

-I
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20. An effectile performance appraisal system takes care of both
- individual and organizational needs. For the system to be most effective

at meetirg both neads, which of the following must be done at the beginnig
•1 of the marking period?

a. Counsel the subordinate on the previous marks

b. Ensure that the subordinate knows what performance is expected

c. Identify Which personal qualities have been deficient (r)

21. whenever changes are planned, the personnel In the organization will
normally develop some expectations about how the changes will aftfect the
organization. If expectations are raised and then go unfulfilled, %hat
would be the MOST LIKELY outcome?

a. People will end up in an ineffective cycle

b. Increased desire to succeed

c. Performance will decline (n)

- 22. Effective supervisors implement change after consider.ing many factors,
for example, time. If time is not a factor, how might a supervisor
implement a change to gain the maximum commnttment to a change?

a. Change group behavior to promote peer pressure for individual
behavioral change which will affect the people's attitude and kncwledge.

b. Impact the knowledge level to affect the people's attitude and
stimulate individual behavior which will result in a change in group
behavior.

c. Ensure that all supervisory personnel comply with the change. (q)

23. In certain situations, a supervisor may find it necessary to accept a
decreased committment to a change in return for immediate compliance with
the change. Before implementing a change where immediate compliance is
essential, a supervisor should make sure that s/he has

a. the support of the followers

b. explained why the change is being made

c. a strong power base (q)

4 N!
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24. A "flexible" supervisor is able to use "task" oriented behaviors and
"people" oriented behaviors as the situation dictates. In order to provide
high amounts of "people" oriented or relationship behavior, a supervisor
must be perceived as having

a. high expectations of the subordinates

b. a large nurturing parent ego state

c. a strong personal power base (0)

25. As a supervisor, you may want to discontinue an existing pattern of
behavior within your work group and replace it with a behavior 'Ahicd a new
a rrval brought to the work group. In doing this, it is important for you
to keep in mind the

a. peer pressure within the work group

b. ability of the new arrival

c. unit liberty policy (I)

END OF PART III

SI
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APPENDIX III

ATTITUDE, BEHAVIOR AND

PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTS
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LEALJRSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE: UNITED STATES COAST CUARD

The attached questionnaire is part of a continuing Coast
Guard leadership study. You are being asked to respond to a
series of questions about the leadership stcyle of

Your responses will be completely confidential and will
in no way be used to evaJuatt either you or the listed

individual.

This survey should take you about 15 minutes to complete.
Find a quiet location where you can give it your undivided,
private attention. When you have completed the survey give it
to the person designated in your work group to collect and
return the surveys. We will be expecting your mailed responses
in about a week.

As you car see from the address on the mailing envelope,
your responses are being mailed directly to the Leadership
Studies Group in Yorktown, VA, where they will be combined as
part of a major leadership study. YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
WILL NEVER BE IDENTIFIED.

As you can imarine, the quality of this study depends on
the accuracy of your responses. We ask that you try to do three
things:

1. Circle the response that reflects YOUR best judgement.

2. Answer ALL the questions that you feel you have enough
information about to accurately assess. Otherwise, leave
blank.

3. Consider each question seperately. Try not to allow an
overall favorable or unfavorable impression of the
individual influence your responses.

J. The use of the terms "he" and "him" is for the sake of
convenience only and is meant to include all Coast Guard
personnel without regard to sex.

. .



Identification coda (usod only for the purpose of procemsing

the data): CC
____ ___ ___ ___ ___01 (T1:2)

I ,, .
(3-16)

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO YOU.

"PERSONAL INFORMATION

Please circle the number in front of your anwVer.

Example: Your hair color ia

1. Brown

1. Sex: 2 Blck

SMale
2. Famala

2. Present rad:(18-19)

1. E-1 10. 0-1 17. W-1
"2. E-2 11. 0-2 18, W-2

E. E-3 12. 0-3 19. W-3
4. E-4 13. 0-4 20. W-4

! I5. E-5 14. 0-5

- - 6. E-6 15. 0-6
7. E-7 16. 0-7
8. E-8
9. E-9

. ;3. Ae: (Please write in number of years) (.-21)

4. Rating: (22-23)

00. Cfricer 10. EM 20. PA
01. AD 11. ET , 21. PS
02. AE 12. ETN 22, QM
03. AM 13. FI 23. RD
04,. ASH 14. FT' 24. "1~
So. AT 15. CM 25. •K

06. en 16. HMx 26. SS
07. DC 17. KK 27. ST
08. DP 18. MST 28. TT

S09. DT 19. MU 29. YN
30. Non-rated

SEM
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5. Marital status: (14)(24)

1. Single
2. Married
3. Other

6. Racial ethnic identity: (25)

1. Polynesian, Samoan, Hawaiian
2. Chinese, Japanese, Korean
3. Caucasian
4. Spanish descent (Mexican American, Puerto Rican,

Cuban American, Chicano, Latino)
5. Malayan, Filipino, Guamanian
6. Black American
7. Native American (Indian tribes, Eskimo, Aleut)

7. Highest level of edu:ation: (26)

1. completed grade school or less
2. some high school
3. completed high school or GED
4. some college
5. Associate Degree
6. Bachelor's Degree
7. some graduate school
8. Master's Degree
9. beyond Master's Degree

S. Length of time assigned to present unit: (27)

1 . less than three months
2. three to six months
3. six months to one year
4. one to two years
5. two to three years
6. more than three years

9. Length of time in the Coast Cuard (please write in years (28-31)
and months):

Examples 1 2 0 3 (12 years, three months)

0 5 1 0 (five years, ten months)

SYEARS MONTHS

10. Have you previously served in another branch of the service? (32)

i 1. No
2. Yes

SEM
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II. n your career in the Coast Guard, have you gradiated from: (33)

1. Recruit ".raining and OCS
2. OCS
3. Academy
4. R~crui: training only
5. None of these

12. Career intentions: (34)

1. Definitely plan to stay %in the Coast Guard
2. Probably will stay in
3. May stay in
4. Presently undecided
5. May not stay in
6. Probably will not stay in
7. ',efinitely plan to get out of the Coast Guard

13. The ;v; '..,.r of people that you currently supervise (those (35)
that report directly to you):

1. N;one
2. one to five
3. six to ten
4. 1. ro 25
5. More than 25

"14. Have you attended a leadership training program in the past (36)
three years?

1. No
2. Yes

15. Nave you attended any of these schools? (37-38)

1. Leadership and Management school, Yorktown
2. Leadership and Management school, Petaluma
3. A District Leadership school
4. Defense Race Relations InstituIte
5. Drug Education Specialist course
6. U. S. Navy Managkment course
7. A Management course og another service
8. Other formal training in the areas of Leadership,

Management, or the Behavioral Sciences (please list)

9. No formal training in these areas

SEM
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. All of the questions can be answered by choosing one of the answers
given. If you do not find the exact answer that fits your case, choose
the one that is the closest to it.

2. Answer questions by circling the number of your answer choice, as shown
in this example.

Hwotnd you get paid? 1 2 3 0 5F-i How often do ge
1 3

(If you get paid once a month,
you would mark 4 as shown.)

3, Either use pen or pencil - be sure each answer Is clearly marked.

[9'M

'o Nu

i_

gp
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aC C

NOTE: a .
+j X 4. 44

The following questions refer to the C K 0

individual listed on the front
of thist survey

TO WHAT EXTENT . . .g . i 5 '

1. Does the person listed on the front of this
survey tell you what you need to know in order
to do your job in the best possible way? '1 2 3 4 5 (38)

2. Does he listen to your ideas and suggestions? 1 2 3 4 5 (39)

3. Does he seek your help in solving job-related
problems? 1 2 3 4 5 (40)

* .4. Does he express his feelings to you? 1 2 3 4 5 (41)

5. Does he demand high standards of performance? 1 2 3 4 5 (42)

6. Does he show concern. for getting the job done? 1 2 3 4 5 (43)

7. Does he ask for your ideas when you are affected
by a decision? 1 2 3 4 5 (44)

8. Does he share information so that those who make
decisions have access to all available facts? 1 2 3 4 5 (4'5)

9. Does he encourage decisions to be made at those
levels where the most adequate information is
available? 1 2 3 4 5 (46)

10. Does he delegate responsibility to you? 1 2 3 4 5 (47)

11. Does he show concern for both getting the job
done an~d for paople? 1 2 3 4 5 (48)

12. Does he reward high perfoniian ce more than
not performing as well? 1 2 3 4 5 (49)

13. Does he treat people with a high skill level
different from others with a low skill level? 1 2 :5 4 5 (SO)

14. Does he treat highly motivated individuals
different from others who are not motivated., 1 2 3 4 5 (j:

15. Does he recognize .you for a job well done? 1 2 3 4 5 (52)

15. Does he praise you when you feel you deserve it? 1 2 3 4 5 (53)

E
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17. oes e ue puishmnt r theatsof unis4en

20. Does he usho concshernt for yourecareer 1f 2 3 4 (57

21. oerdert s gc ua job doue? 1 2 3 4 5 (e

22. Does he trewat reou wintherespet? 1n 2ou 3w4lfare
43 d moesahehl o civ ou esnlgas 1 2 3 4 5 (60*

24. Does he shpowe your wha oukn nediti oins (rdere24(1
tossble) s1ssu i2 3 Cos Gurd 1(365

25. Does he shwor (whcern fporyopria catreta?1ining (7*
hi.Dos h~pe sink tue Coas youa? 1 2 3 4 5 (62;'

22 oshertrenate tou wikethrespcatGada aer 1 2 3 4 5 (593

23. Does he help tou tachiv you peffecti l w oays? 1 2 3 4 5 (0
27. Does he show conuernab out nood perf inormers o

re e lsucceng u in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (64;,~

heais people i h os ur? 1 2 3 4 5 (62:

s9. oresedmnstatest pride i the Coast Guard acre? 1 2 3 4 5 (66;

30. Does he speak pocrny about thd erCoastGurd? 1no34t (
31 Des enlshow exin ee bu the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (648

232. Does he mor.tivateac you eofcontribue wyou bes

ef.D rt he tdemonstat rinde mison and CoasksGar? 1 2 3 4 5 (6

*33. Does he dev-lop y.ur self'-assurance and involve-
ment? 1 2 3 4 5 (70;:

t ~E
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to~G him 1 5 (1

doin wrng?1 2 I.5 (3

38. Doesh rvd you weeth tens oheoyltyyo andd omitnt
tore hi shdueyurwredoftn 1 2 3 4 5 (71)

35. Does he offeif toyou iexastrslyin whtjoubarelae
droingeigh? 1 2 3 4 5 (72)

36. Does he speclf to you sleesactl whatyloug arde
doing th wrng? aiss 1 2 3 4 5 (73)

37. Does he tenc ourg theply what youk haefor doin
tore tor ampov you perormnce 1 2 3 4 5 (74)

38. Does he enoragie youewithpte whel youk need him
torerxthscedue ypnour work aheads? tie 1 2 3 4 5 (79)

4.Iheestoaproblem? 1 2 3 4 5 (76)

40. Does he roll uptehisnt sws and youre salong sd
whyouyou thek need arise? 1 2 3 4 5 (17)

41. Dos he eilncoge tohisen peopyupole ms wh wor fo him(1

toworealal?' 1 2 3 4 5 (78)

42. Does he atemorag thewpeopletwpooworksforthim

43. r Is r heeayrouapprah? 2 3 4 5 (20)

44. Does he paye attentionof dealin youh arebsaying
whno yotte talk withahimn? 1 2 3 4 5 (217)

45. Dos he wiln tow liand toalyour problems 1be3fo5r1e

noidn watte thed situati onn ? 1 2 3 4 5 (1

Ej
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, TO WHAT EXTENT... Ch

50. Is he flexible--that is, is he tough with youwhen you feel he should be as well as supportiveand helpful with you when you feeWe- should be? 1 2 3 4 5 (23
1 51. Does he appear to be concerned about being aneffective leader? 1 2 3 4 5 (24

52. All in all, to what extent are you satisfiedwith him as a supervisor? 1 2 3 4 5 (25
53. All in all, to what extent are you satisfiedwith your job? 7 2 3,;Z 3 4 5 C2•6
54. All in all, to what extent are you satisfied withyour present command, compared to most others? 1 2 3 4 5 (27
55. All in all, how satisfied 3re you with the Coast

Guard in general? 1 2 3 4 5 (2e

1',

The next three questions refer to Coast Guardpersonnel in general.

56. Do senior petty officers in the Coast Guard need
t leadership training? I Z 3 4 5

, L;•(29.
57. Do junior officers? 1 2 3 4""~(33'

58. Do senior officers? 1 2 3 4 5
'I °.;1

iI
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Survey type E: Employee Report on Supervisor

S1 COMMJNICATIONS

1. Does the person listed on the front of this survey tell
you what you need to know in order to do your job in the
best possi•le way?

2. Does he listen to your ideas and suggestions?

3. Does he seek your help in solving job-related problems?

4. Does he express his feelings to you?

S2 CONCERN FOR TASK

5. Does he demand high standards of performance?

6. Does he show concern for getting the job done?

S3 DECISION MAKING LEVEL

7. Does he ask for your ideas when you are affecte'i by a decision?

8. Does he share information so that those who make decisions
have access to all available facts?

9. Does he encourage decisions to be made at those levels where
the most adequate information is available?

S4 FLEXIBILITY

11. Does he show concern for both getting the job done and for
people?

12. Does he reward high performance more than not performing as well?

13. Does he treat people with a high skill level different from
others with a low skill level?

14. Does he treat highly motivated individuals different from
others who are not motivated?

SO. is he flexible--that is, is he tough with you when you feel he

should be as well as supportive and helpful with you when you
feel he should be? i,

p4
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Survey type E: Employee Report an Supervisor (continued)

S5 RZINFORCEMENT SKILLS

15. Does he reogqnize you for a job well done?

16. Does he praise you when you feel you deserve it?

S6 CONCERN FOR PEOPLE

18. Does he show a real interest in your welfare and moral*?

19. Does he improve your working conditions (where possible)?

20. Does he show concern for your career?

21. Does he stick up for you?

22. Does he treat you with respect?

23. Does he help you achieve your personal goals?

"24. Does he show you what you need to do in order to be
"successful in the Coast GWard? j

S7 CONCERN FOR RETENTION

25. Does he work (where appropriate) at reta-.iang his people
in the Coast Guard?

26. Does he encourage (where appropriate) his subordinates to
make the Coast Guard a career?

27. Does he show concern about good performers not reenlisting
in the Coast Guard?

S8 PRIDE IN THE-COAST GUARD

29. Does he demonsirate pride in the Coast Guard?

30. Does he speak poorly about the Coast Guard?

31. Does he show excitement about the Coast Guard?

,..

Ia



Survey type Et Emsployee Report on Supervisor (continued)

S9 ATTEMPT TO MOTIVATE

32. Does he motivate you to contribute your best effort to
the command's mission and tasks?

33. Does he develop your self-assurance and involvement?

34. Do you feel a sense of loyalty and commitment to him?

510 PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK

35. Does he specify to you exactly what you are doing right?2

36. Does he specify to you exactly what you are doing w:ron?

37. Does he tell you exactly what you have to do in order t-.
improve your performance?

511 WORK FACILITATION

38. Does he provide you with the help you need in order to schedule
your work ahead of time?

39. Does he offer you ideas for solving job-related problems?

40. Does he roll up his sleeves and work along side you as the
need arises?

S12 TEAMWORK DEVELOPMENT

41. Does he encourage the people who work for him to work as a team.'?

42. Does he encourage the people who work for him to exchange opinion.
and ideas?

47. Does he attempt to work out problems within your work group?
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Survey type Z, Employee Report on Supervisor (continued)

313 APPROACHABILITY

43." Is ha easy to approach?

44. Does he pay attention to what you are saying when
you talk with hims?

45. Is he willing to listen to your probleis?

46. Is it easy to tell him when things are not going well?

S14 CONCERN ABOUT LEADERSHIP

S5. Does he appear to be concerned about being an
effective leader?

515 QUALITY OF SUPERVISZIO

52. All in all, to what extent are you satisfied with
him as a supervisor?

-S. 16 OVERALL SATISFACTION

53. All in all, to what extent are you satisfied with your job?

54. All in all, to what extent are you satisfied with your
present cemmand, compared to most others?

55. All in all, how satisfied are you with the Coast Guard
in general?

S17 NEED FOR PO LEADERSHIP TRAINING

56. Do senior petty officers in the Coast Guard need leadership
training?

SI8 NEED FOR JO LEADERSHIP TRAINING

57. Do junior officers in the Coast Guard need leadership
training?

4.
S19 NEED FOR SO LEADERSHIP TRAINING

58. Do senior officers in the Coast Guard need leadership traininq?

x. -
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SUPERVISOR QUESTIONNAIRE



LQCG FORM S 11.4

LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE: UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

The attached questionnaire is part of a continuing Coast
Guard loadership study. You are being asked to respond to a

s~eries of questions about your leadership behavior and attitudes.
Your responses will be completely confid ital and wi ll

in no way be used to evaluate you or any other person.

This survey should take you about 15 minutes to complete.
Find a quiet location where you can give it your undivided,
private attention. When you have completed the survey, seal it

rd in the envelope provided and give it to the person designated
from your work Group to collect and return the questionnaires.

We wiill look for the completed survey in about a week.

As you can see from the address on the envelope, your
responses will be sent directly to the Leadership Studies Group
in Yorktown, Vi.rginia, where they will be combined with other 1

quetionaies s prtof a larger leadership study.

Asyucnimagine, the quality of thssuydepends on
the acuayo orresponses. Please answer ALL of the questions
as completely, objectively, and honestly as possible.

The terms "he" and "him" are used for the sake of
convenience only, and are meant to include all Coast Guard
personnel without regard to sex.

ii,

v1
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Identinication code (used only for the purpose of processing
the data): Cc:

01 (TF2)

(3-16)
* MF!I. , u

-I ..OTE TH FOL..vLOWING QL1LETONS REE TO Youu

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Please circle the number in front of your anmwer.

Example: Your hair color is

1. Brown
2. Black
3. ISlondo

G Otltt'r

1. Sex: (17)

I 1. Male
2. Female

2. Present grade: (18-19)

1. E-1 10. 0-1 17. W-1
2. E-2 11. 0-2 18. W-2
3. E-3 12. 0-3 19. W-3
4. E-4 13. 0-4 20. W-4
5. E-5 14. 0-5
6. E-6 15. 0-6
7. E-7 16. 0-7
8. E-8
9. E-9

3. Age: (Please write in nuumbcr of years) (20-21)

4. Rating: (22-23)

00. Officer 10. EM" 20. IIA
01. AD 11. ET 21. I'S
02. AE 12. ETN 22. QM
03. AM 13. F1 23. RD
04. ASH 14. FT 24. RH
05. AT 15. CM 25. SK06. BM 16. HM 26. SS
07. DC 17. W 2'. ST
08. DP 18. MST 28. TT
09. DT 19. MU 29. YN

30. Non-rated

S1LM

H -
-.
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5. Nrital status: (24)

1. Single
2. Married

3. Other

6. Racial ethnic identity: (25)

1. Polynesian, Samoan, Hawaiian

3. Caucasian
4.. S~panish descent (Mexican American, Puerto Rican,

Cuban Americani, Chicano, Latino)

5. Malayan, Filipino, Guamanian
6. Black American
7.Native Americanor (Ida rbsEkmAet

7. Highest level of education: .(26)

1. completed grade school or less
2. some high school

3. completed high school or GED
4. some college
5. Associate Degree
6. Bachelor's Degree
7. some graduate school
8. Master's Degree
9. beyond Master's Degree

8. Length of time assigned to present unit: (27)

1. less than threc months
2. three to six months
3. six months to one year
4. one to two~ years
5. two to three years
6. more than three years

9. Length of time in the Coast Guard (please write in years (28-31)
and months):

Examples 1 2 0 3 (12 years, three months)

0 5 1 0 (five years, ten months)

YEARS MONTHS

10. Have you previously served in another branch of the service? (32)

1. No
2. Yes

SEM
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11. In your career in the Coast Cuard, have you graduateO from: (33)

I. Recruit training and OCS
2. OCS
3. Academy
4. Recruit training only
5. None of these

12. Career intentions: (34)

1. Definitely plan to stay in the Coast Guard
2. Probably will stay in
3. May stay in
4. Presently undecided

5. May not stay in
6. Probably will not stay in

7. Definitely plan to get out of the Coast Guard

13. The number of people that you currently supervise (those (35)
that report directly to you):

1. None
2. one to five
3. six to ten
4. 11 to 25
5. More than 25

14. Have you attended a leadership training program in the past (36)
three years?

1. No
2. Yes

15. Have you attended any of these schools? (37-38)

1. Leadership and Management school, Yorktown
2. Leadership and Management school, Petaluma
3. A District Leadership school
4. Defense Race Relations Institute
5. Drug Education Specialist course

r 6. U. S. Navy Management course
*,7. A Management course of another service

8. Other formal training in the areas of Leadership,
Management, or the Behavioral Sciences (please list)

"9. No formal training in these areas

SI
$ SEN
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INSTRUCTIONS

I1. All of the questions can be answered by choosing one of the answers
Jgiven. If you do not find th1e exact answer that fits your case, choose

2. the one that is the closest to it.

2.Answer questions by circling the number of your answer choice, as shown
in this example.

4A

21 luJllJ~~

How often do you get paid? 1 2 3 5

(If you get paid once a month,
you would mark 4 as sPhwn.)

- 3, Either use pen or pencil -be sure each answer is clearly marked.

SEM
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4JC 
.

C. 4-J 
.1I

d)4. 4-5 4J

!,:ifTO WHAT EXTENT > ,- >
4" C 4.0.)5

M' ea 4 A . r

0): I:10

tI. Do you feel free to approach your supervisor
with job-related problems? 1 2 3 4 5 (38)

2. Do you feel free to approach your supervisor
with people-related problems? 1 2 3 4 5 (39)

3. Do you demand high standards of performance
'I from your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (ac)

4. Are you concerned with accomplishing the tasks
assigned to you on time? 1 2 3 4 5 (41 I

5. Do you ask those who are affected by a decision
for their ideas? 1 2 3 4 5 (42)

6. Do you share information so that those who make
decisions have access to all available facts? 1 2 3 4 5 (4 3)

7. Do you encourage decisions to be made at those
levels where the most adequate inforrration is
available? 1 2 3 4 5 (44)

8. Do you delegate responsibility to your
subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (45)

9. Are you concerned for both the job and people
in the jobs? 1 2 3 4 5 (46)

10. Do you reward high performers more than others
who are not performing so well? 1 2 3 4 5 (47)

11. Do you treat people with a high skill level
different than others with a low skill level? 1 2 3 4 5 (48)

12. Do you treat highly motivated individuals
different from others who are not motivated? 2 3 4 E (49)

13. Do you recognize your subordinates for a job
well done? 1 2 3 4 5 (50,

14. Do you use praise to motivate your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (51;

S I
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4)

r- 4 4)

) Cn

TO WHAT EXTENT ... to t

15. Do you use punishment or threats with your

subordinates in order to get a job done? 1 2 3 4 5 (S2)

16. Are you interested in the welfare and morale
of your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (53)

17. Are you concerned with your subordinates'
working conditions (where possible)? 1 2 3 4 5 (54)

18. Are you concerned about your subordinates'
careers? 1 2 3 4 5 (55)

iLV19. Do you try to stickup for your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (56)

20. Do you respect your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (57)

21. Do you help your subordinates achieve their
personal goals? 1 2 3 4 5 (58)

22. Do you show your subordinates what they need to I!do in order to be successful in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (59)

23. Do you work (where appropriate) at retaining
your people in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (50)

24. Do you encourage ,where appropriate) your
subordinates to make the Coast Guard a career? 1 2 3 4 5 (61)

S25. Are you concerned about effective people not
reenlisting in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (62)V 26. Do you work with your subordihates to teach them
effective ways of leading people? 1 2 3 4 5 (63)

27. bo you consider the leadership skills of yourh subordinates when evaluating them? 1 2 3 4 5 (64)

28. Are you proud of the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (65

t 29. Do you speak poorly of the Ccast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (6}

30. Are you excited about the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (67;
{S
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C,

4.1 - U 4 *
TO WHAT EXTENT •a u, ' ',

o oo o e

31. Do you try to motivate your subordinates to
contribute their best effort to the command's
mission and tasks? 1 2 3 4 5 (68)

32. Do you try to develop the self-assurance and
involvement of your work group? 1 2 3 4 5 (69)

31. Do you feel your subordinates are loyal to you? 1 2 3 4 5 (70)

34. Do you specify to your subordinates exactly what
they are doing right? 1 2 3 4 5 (71)

35. Do you specify to your subordinates exactly what

they are doing wrona? 1 2 3 4 5 (72)

36. Do you tell your subordinates exactly what they
have to do in order to improve performance? 1 2 3 4 5 (73)

37. Do you try to provide your subordinates with the
help they need in order that they can schedule
their work ahead of tiTme? 1 2 3 4 5 (74)

38. Do you attempt to offer your subordinates ideas
for solving job-related problems? 1 2 3 4 5 (75)

39. Do you try to roll up your sleeves and work along
side your subordinates as the need arises? 1 2 3 4 5 (76)

40. Do you encourage the people who work for you to
work as a tLam? 1 2 3 4 5 (77)

41. Do you encourage the people Who work for you to
exchange opinions and ideas? 1 2 3 4 5 (78)

42. Do you try to sit down and analyze problems
before deciding what needs to be done? 1 2 3 4 5 (79)

43. Do you see a need to handle peoples' problems
in a variety of different ways? 1 2 3 4 5 ()O

4.~ Is it important to you to.under.tand the reasons
behind your subordinates' behavior? 1 2 3 4 5 (17)'

SIi
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C
ou

4J X 4J -J

4J 4 'C C i 1

TO WHAT EXTENT . . . OW
M 4A 00

45. Are you interested in learning new ways to
be an effective leader? 1 2 3 4 5 (18,

46. Are you currently trying new leadership techniques 1 2 3 4 5 (19,

The following questions refer to the + 4 4

amount of support you feel you receive 4J.
CL L.

from your supervisor.
* .,,,,, - 44

The #1 indicates titat he rewards, praises 4D '( .X

or otherwise makes it easy for you--to a E E C
great extent & #2 to some extent. #3 L M~ CL

indicates he doesn't notice; #4 indicates M.1 4A o
he punishes or makes it hard for you to .' o C-

some extent; #5 to a great extent. L4 1E'  
C'

To what extent does your supervisor support

your efforts to:

47. Accomplish your job? 1 2 3 4 5 (20..

48. Train your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (21

49. Communicate openly with him? 1 2 3 4 5 (22.

50. Discuss problems with him? 1 2 3 4 5 (23'

51. Involve your subordinates in decision making? 1 2 3 4 5 (24'

I 52. Meet the needs of your people? 1 2 3 4 5 (25

53. Try out new leadership behavior? 1 2 3 4 5 (2E.

54. Retain top performers in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 '27

55. 'Motivate your subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (2?

56. Communicate effectively with your
subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (2;

S
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The next three questions refer to Coast Guard 9- X* personnel in general. 0)- 4

TO WHAT EXTENT . . . 0 e E

57. Do senior petty officers in the Coast Guard
need leadership training? 1 2 3 4 5 (30)

58. Do junior officers? 1 2 3 4 5 (31)

S8. Do senior officers? 1 2 3 4 5 (32)

I-

II S

L

,II

K 
I
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SUPERVISOR QUESTIONNAI RE

BY SCALES

AMA.
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Survey type S: Supervisor Self Report

Si COMMUNICATIONS

1. Do you feel free to approach your supervisor
with job-related problems?

2. Do you feel free to approach your superrisor with
people-related problems?

S2 CONCERN FOR TASK

3. Do you demand high standards of performance from

your subordinates?

4. Are you concerned with accomplishing the tasks assigned
to you on time?

S3 DECISION MAKING LEVEL

5. Do you ask those who are affected by a decision for their
ideas.

6. Do you share information so that those who make decisions
have accese to all available facts?

7. Do you encourage decisions to be made at those levels
where the most adequate information is available?

S4 FLEXIBILITY

9. Are you concerned for both the job and people in the jobs?
10. Do you reward high performers more than others who are not

performing so well?

11. Do you. treat people with a high skill level different
than others with a low sk:ill level?

12. Do you treat highly motivated individuals different from
others who are Rot motivated?

SS REINFORCEMENT SKILLS

13. Do you recoulize your subordinates for a job well done?

14. Do you use praise to motivate your subordinates?

.4 fI



S6 CONCERN FOR PEOPLE ~ ~ efr n oaeo

your su~bordinates?

17. Are you concerned with your subordinates' working
conditions (where possible)?

1S. Are you concerned about your subordinates' ca~reers?

19. Do you try to stick up for your subordinates?

20. Do you respect your subordinates?

21. Do you help your subordinates achieve their personal

22. Do you show your subordinates what they need to do
in order to be successful in the Coast Guard?

S7 CONCERN FOR RETENTION

23. Do you work (where appropriate) at retaining your
people in the Coast Guard?

24. Do you encourage (where appropriate) your subordinates
to make the Coast Guard a career?

25. Are you concerned about effective people not reenlisting
in the Coast Guard?

S8 PRIDE IN THE COAST GUAR~D

28. Are you proud of the Coast Guard?

29. Do you speak poorly of the Coast Guard?

30. Are you excited about the Coast Guard?

S9 ATTEMPT TO MOTIVATE

H31. Do you try to motivate your subordinates to contribute
their best effort to the command's mission and tasks?

32. Do you try to develop the self assurance and involvement
of your work group?

K33. Do you feel your subordinates are loyal to you?
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S10 PERFOP.4I-MCE FEEDBACK

34. Do you specify to your subordinates exactly

what they are doing 1ight?

35. Do you specify to your subordinates exactly
what they are doing wrong?

36. Do you tell your subordinates exactly what
they have to do in order to improve performance?

Sll WORK FACILITATIONI!37. Do you try to provide your subordinates with the
help they need In order that they can schedule
their work ahead of time?

38. Do you attempt to offer your subordinates ideas
for solving job-related problems?

39. Do you try to roll up your sleeves and work
along side your subordinates as the need arises?

S12 TEAMWORK DEVELOPMENT

40. Do you encourage the people who work for you to
work as a team?

41. Do you encourage the people who work for you to
exchange opinions and ideas?

S13 APPROACHABI!LITY

43. Do you see a need to handle peoples' problems in
a variety of different ways?

44. Is it important to you to understand the reasonsK behind your subordinates' behavior'?

45. Are you interested in learning new ways to be an
effecti~,e leader?

46. Are you currently trying new~ leadership techniques?

.4I
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S14 DEGREE OF IMPACT

47. Do your personal actions affect the morale
of those who work for you?

48. Are the lives of thosa below you affected by
your leadership?

49. Do you have an influence on the work performance

of those who work for you?

S15 SUPERVISORS CREATE PROBLEMS

50. Do supervisors in general create some of the
problems in their work group?

31. Do you personally create some of the problems in
your work group?

S16 LONG RANGE GOAL OR!ENTATION

52. Are you willing to sacrifice your "ability to
got a job done immediately" in order to improve
your ability to get it done over the long run?

53. Would you rather get the job done now and "let
tomorrow take care of itself"?

b S17 SUPPORT FROM MANAGEMENT

To what extent does your supervisor support ycur
efforts to:

54. Accomplish your job?

55. Train your subordinates?

56. Communicate openly with him?

57. Discuss problems with him?

58. Involve your subordinates in decisionmaking?

59. Meet the needs of your people?

60. Try out new leadership behavior?

q 61. Retain top performers in the coast Guard?

62. ZIotivate your subordinates?

63. Communicate effectively with your subordinates?

L '

L
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S18 NEED FOR PO LEADERSHIP TAINING

64. Do senior petty officers in the Coast Guard
need leadership training?

S19 NEED FOR JO LEADERSHIP TR•INING

65. Do junior officers in the Coast Guard need

leadership training?

S20 NEED FOR SO LEADERSHIP TRAINING

66. Do senior officers in the coast Guard need
leadership training?

I
I

IiS.. . " .. . . " ' " .. . "
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MANAGER AND PEER QUESTIONHAIRE
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LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE: UNITED ýrATES COAST GUARD

The attached questionnaire is part of a continuing Coast
Guard leadership study. You are being asked to respond to a

71 series of questions about the leadership style of

This survey should take you about 15 minutes to complete.
Find a quiet location where you can give it your undivided,
private attention. When you have completed the survey give it
to the person designated in your work group to collect and3
return the surveys. We will be expecting your mailed responses
in about a week.

As you can see from the address on the mailing envelope,
your responses are being mailed directly to the Leadership
Studies Group in Yorktown, VA, where they will be combined as
part of a major leadership study. YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

WILL NEVER FE IDENTIFIED.

As you can imagine, the quality of this study depends on
the accuracy of your responses. We ask that you try to do three

things:

1. Circle the respor~se that reflects YOUR best judgement.I

2. Answer ALL the questions that you feel you have enough
information about to accurately assess. otherwise, leave

3. Consider each question seperately. Try not to allow an
overall favorable or unfavorable impression of the
individu~al influence. your responses.k.., The use of the terms "he" and "him" is for the sake of

convenience only and is meant to include all Coast Guzard
personnel without regard to sex.
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Identi 1ication code (used only for the purpose of processing
tht data): 

CCS. .... 01 (1-2)!o i

(3-16)

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO YOU.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Please circle the number in front of your anpwer.

Example: Your hair color is

•;1. Brown
2. Black

•: 3. blonde
•: •E) Other

1. Sex: 
(17)

1 . Male
K 2. Female

2.. Present grade: (18-19)

1. 1. E-1 10. 0-1 17. W-1.. 2. E-2 11. 0-2 18. W-2
,•3. E-3 12. 0-3 19. W-3

4. E-4 13. 0-4 20. w-4
5. E-5 14. 0-5

E6. -6 15. 0-6
7. E-7 16. 0-7
8. E-8
9. E-9

3. Age: (Please write in number of years) (20-21)

4. Rating: 
(22-23)

00. Orficer 10. EM, 20. PA
01. AD 11. ET 21. VS
"02. AE 12. ETN 22. QM

,. 03. AM 13. F1 23. RD
04. ASH 14. FT 24. RM

05. AT 15. CM 25. SK
06. BM 16. 11M 26. SS
07. DC 17. HK 27. ST
08. DP 18. MST. 28. TT
"09. DT 19. MU 29. YN

30. Non-rated

StLM

!.4

F _ _ _
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.5. Marital status: (24)

° 1. Single
2. Married

3. Other

46. Racial ethnic identity: (25)

1. Polynesian, Samoan, Hawaiian
2. Chinese, Japanese, Korean
3. Caucasian
4. Spanish descent (Mexican American, Puerto Rican,

Cuban American, Chicano, Latino)
5. Malayan, Filipino, Guamanian
6. Black American
7. Native Americýan (Indian tribes, Eakimo, Aleut)

7. Highest level of education: (26)

1. completed grade school or less
2. some high school
3. completed high school or GED

4. some college
5. Associate Degree
6. Bachelor's Degree
7. some graduate school
8. Master's Degree9. beyond Master' Degree

8. Length of time assigned to present unit: (27)

1. less than three months
2. three to six months
3. six months to one year
4. one to two years
5. two to three years
6. more than three years

9. Length of time in the Coast Guard (please write in years (28-31)
and months):

Exampleb 1 "2 0 3 (12 years, three months)

. -_5 1 0 (five years, ten months)

YEARS MONTHS

10. Have you previously served in another branch of the service? (32)

1. No

2. Yes

SEX

.. .-..
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11. In your career in the Coast Guard, have you graduated from: (33)

1. Recruit training and OCS
2. OCS
3. Academy
4. Recruit training only
S. Norte of these

12. Career intentions: (34)

1. Definitely plan to stay in the Coast Guard
2. Probably will stay in
3. May stay in
4. Presently undecided
5. M3Y not stay in
6. Prcbably will not stay in
7. Definitely plan to get out of the Coast Guard

13. The number of people that you currently supervise (those (35)
that report directly to you):

1. None
2. one to five
3. six to ten
4. 11 to 25
5. More than 25

14. Have you attended a leadership training program in the past (36)
three years?

1. No
2. Yes

15. Have you attended any of these schools? (37-38)

1. Leadership and Management school, Yorktown
2. Leadership and Management school, Petaluma
3. A District Leadership school
4. Defense Race Relations Institute
5. Drug Education Specialist course
6. U. S. Navy Management course
7. A Management course of.another aervice
8. Other Lormal training in the areas of Leadership,

Management, or the Behavioral Sciences (please list)

9. No fcrial training in these areas

SEM

-. . . . .
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. All of the questions can be answered by choosing one of the answersI
given. If you do not find the exact answer that fits your case, choose
the one that is the closest to it.

2. Answer questions by circling the number of your answer choice, as shown
in this example.

Cc 0
lul,

How often do you get paid? 1 2 3 5

(If you get paid once a month,
you would mark 4 as shown.)

3. Either use pen or pencil -be sure each answer is clearly marked.

SEM1
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NOTE: 4

The following questions refer thethe

individual listed on the front
of this survey

'I 4j

TO WHAT EXTENT ... ~

1. Does the person listed on the front of this
survey tell you what you need to know in order
to do your job in the best possible way? 1 2 3 4 5 (38)

ri2. Does he listen to your ideas and suggestions? 1 i 5 (9

3.Does he seek your help in solving Job-related

4.Does he seek your help in solving people-related

problems? 1 2 3 4 5 (41)

S. Does he express his feelings to you? 1 2 3 4 5 (42)

6. Does he accomplish his assigned tasks on time? 1 2 3 4 5 (43)
F7. Does he demand high standards oý performance

from those who work for him? 1 2 3 4 5 (44)

8. Does his work group's performance meet your
standards? 1 2 3 4 5 (45)

9, Does he show concern for getting the Job done? 1 2 3 4 5 (46)

10. Does he ask the people who are being affected by
[ ja particular decision for their ideas? 1 2 3 4 5 (47)

11. Does he share information in order that those
who make decisions have access to all available

facts? 1 2 3 4 5 (48)
V12. Does he encourage decisions to be made at those

levels where the most adequate information is
available? 1 2 3 4 5 (49)V4  113. Does he delegate responsibility to his
subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (50)

14. Does he show concern for both tasks and people--
as it seems appropriate? 1 2 3 4 5 (51)

15. Does he reward high performers mor e than others
who are not perfor-uing as well? 1 2 3 4 5 (52)

.1 M
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S16. Does he treatpelewta high-ysoiatdiniidullsee

different from others who are not motivated? 1 2 3 4 5 (54)

18. Does he re~cognize his subordinates for a Jobwell done? 1 2 3 4 5 (55)

19. Does he effectively use praise to motivate
his subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (56)

20. Does he use punishment or threats with hls
suborenates in order to get a job done? 1 2 3 4 5 (57)

21. Does he show a real interest in the welfare anddiffmorale of his subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (58)

22. Does he show concern for his work group's
working conditions? 1 2 3 4 5 (59)

23. Does he show concern for the career of his
subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (60)

24. Does stih. nt for his subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (61)

25. Does he treat his subordinates with respect? 1 2 3 4 5 (62)

26. Does he help his subordinates achieve their
personal goflhs s1 2 3 4 5 (63)

27. Does he show co rsubordinates what they need to
wdo in order to be successful in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (64)

28. Does he work (where appropriate) at retaining his

people in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (65)

29. Does he encourage (where appropriate) his
subordinates to make the Coast Guard a career? 1 2 3 4 5 (66)

30. Does he show concern about good performers not
reenlisting in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (67)

31. Does he work with his subordinates to teach themF effective ways of leading people? 1 2 3 4 5 (68)
1' M
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w !
4J W

TO WHAT EXTENT • .: ., .

32. Does he talk with you about ways to develop
the leadership skills of his subordinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (69)

33. Does he consider the leadership skills of his
subordinates when evaluating them? 1 2 3 4 5 (70)

34. Does he demonstrate pride in the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 5 (71)

35. Does he speak poorly of the Coast Guard in
front of his subcodinates? 1 2 3 4 5 (72)

36. Does he show excitement about the Coast Guard? 1 2 3 4 S (73)

37. Does he motivate his subordinates to contribute
their best effort to the command's mission and
tasks? 1 2 3 4 5 (74)

r 38. Does he develop the self-assurance and involve-
ment of his work group? 1 2 3 4 5 (75)

39. Do his subordinates demonstrate a sense ofloyalty and commitment to him? 1 2 3 4 6 (76)

40. Does he specify to his subordinates exactly what
they are doing riht? 1 2 3 4 5 (77)

41. Does he specify to his subordinates exactly what
they are doing wrong? 1 2 3 4 5 (78)

42. Does he tell his subordinates exactly what they
have to do in order to improve performance? 1 2 3 4 5 (79)

43. Does he provide his subordinates with the help
they need to schedule their work ahead of time? 1 2 3 4 5 (80)

44. Does he offer his subordinates ideas for solving
job-related problems? 1 2 3 4 5 (17)

45. Does he roll up his sleeves and work along side
his subordinates as the need arises? 1 2 3 4 5 (18)

46. Does he encourage the people who work for him
to work as a team? 1 2 3 4 5 (19)

M
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-47. Des he encourage the people who work for

!him to exchange opinions and ideas? 1 4 5 !20

48. Overall, to what extent is he an effective
leader? 4 5 (21

49. Does he have one way of dealing with problems--•no matter the situation? 4 (2

50. Does he sit down and analyze a problem before

deciding what needs to be done? 1 2 3 4 5 (23

51. Is he tough with his subordinates when you feel
he should be as well as supporting and helping
with his subordinates when you feel he should be? 1 2 3 4 5 (24

S52. Does he appear to be concerned about being an
ffective leader? 3 4 (25

S53. Of all the Coast Guard men of his rank/rate that you have worked with,
Sas far as getn th Lqb done is concerned, in what group would you

Place him/he-r? (TC~rcle'the--n-umber in front of the appropriate response.)
1. top 100
2. next to nop 20t

3. middle 40%4. next to bottom 20%

5. bottom 10%

54. Now, with n ngards to effectively working witp h eople, in what group (26

would y(,u place him?
nm top 10%
2. next to top 20np
3. middle 40w
4. next to bottom 20%
5. bottom h 0% g

M

efetv eae?1 23- 2

53 falteCas ur e fhs akrt htyu aewre ih
asfra etn h p oei cnend nwa ru ol oplc i/e. C"E tenme nfoto heaporaersos.
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The next three questions refer to Coast Guard 4j X
personnel in general.

ti• wI 4w

TO WHAT EXTEN.T m . . to 16

55. Do senior petty officers in the Coast

Guard need leadership training? 1 2 3 4 5 (27

56. Do junior officers? 1 2 3 4 5 (28

57. Do senior officers? 1 2 3 4 5 (29

ii

I:
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I MANAGER AND PEER QUESTIONNAIRE

BY SCALES
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STYLE HP: Manager or Peer Report on Supervisor

S.COMMUNICATIONS

1. Does the person listed on the front of this survey
tell you what you need to know in order to do your
job in the best possible way?

2. Does he listen to your ideas and suggestion$?

3. Does he seek your help in solving job-related problems?

4. Does he seek your help in solving people-related problems?

5. Does he express his feelings to you?

S2, CONCERN FOR TASK

6. Does he accomplish his assigned tasks on time?

7. Does he demand high standards of performanca from those
who work for him?

8. Does his work group's performance meet your standards?

9. Does he show concern for getting the job done?

s3. DECISION MAKING LEVEL

10. Does he ask the people who are being affected by a
particular decision for their ideas?

11. Does he share information in order that those who make
decisions have access to all available facts?

12. Does lie encourage dccisions to be made at these levels
where the most adequate information is available?

S4. FLEXIBILITY

14. Does he show' concern for both tasks and people--as it seems
appropriate?

| 15. Does he reward high performers more than others who are not
performing as well?

16. Does he treat people with a high-skill level different from
others with a low-skill level?

17. Does he treat highly motivated individuals different from
others who are not motivated?

51. Is he tough with his subordinates when you feel he should
be as well as supporting and helping with his subordinates
when you feel he should be?
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S 5. REIN5TORCEMXNT SKILLS

18. Does he recognize his subordinates for a job
well done?

19. Does he effectively use praise to motivate

his .subordinates?

S6. CONCERN FOR PEOPLE

21. Does hs shoe a real interest in the welfare and
morale of his subordinates?

22. Does he show concern for his work group's working
conditions?

23. Does he show concern for the career of his
subordinates ?

24. Does he stick up for his subordinates?

25. Does he treat his subordinates with respect?

26. Does he help his sul:ordinates achieve their
personal goals?

27. Does he show his subordinates what they need to do
in order to be successful in the Coast Guard?

S7. CONCERN FOR RETENTION

28. Does he work(where appropriate) at retairing this
people in the Coast Guard?

29. Does he encourage (where appropriate) his subordinates
to make the Coast Guard a career?

30. Does he show concern about good performers not
reenlisting in the Coast Guard?

S 0. PRIDE IN THE COAST GUARD

34. Does he demonstrate pride in the Coast Guard?

35. Does he speak poorly of the Coast Guard in front of
his subordinates?

36. Does he show excitement about the Coast Guard?
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S,9. ATTEMPT TO MOTIVATE

37. Does he motivate his subordinates to ccntribute
their best effort to the command's mission and
tasks?

38. Does he develop the self-assurance and involve-
ment of his work group?

39. Do his subordinates demonstrate a sense of loyalty
and commitment to him?

S I0. PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK

40. Does he specify to his subordinates exactly
what they are doing right

41. Dces he specify to his subordinates exactly whatthey are doing wrong?

42. Does he tell his subordinato-s exactly what they
have to do in order to impruve performance?

S 11. WORK FACILITTATION

43. Does he provide his subordinates with the help they

need to schedule their work ahead of time? A

44. Does he offer his subordinates ideas for solvin:
jub-related problems?

45. Does he roll up his sleeves and work along side his

subordinates as the need arises?

S 12. T•_AMWORK DEVELOPMENT

46. Does he encourage the people who work for him to work
as a team?

47. Does he encourage the people who work for him to
exchange 6pixiions and ideas?

S13. OVERALL PERFORMANCE

48. Overall, to what extent is he an effective leader?

s14. CONCERU ABOUT LEADERSHIP

52., Does he appear to be concer-ned about being an effective
leader?

f" ..
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S15. TASK PERFORMANCE

53. Of all the Coast Guard men of his rank/rate that
you have worked with, as far as getting the job
done is concerned, in what group would you place
him/her? (Circle the number in front of the
appropriate response.) 4
1. top 10%
2. next to top 20%
3. middle 40%
4. next to bottom 20% I
5. bottom 10%

S16. WORKING WITH PEOPLE

54. Now, with regards to effectively working withpeople, in what group would you place him?

1. top 10%

2. next to top 20%3. middle 40%
4. next" to bottom 20%,

5. bottom 10%

S17. NEED FOR PETTY OFFICER LEADERSHIP TRAINING

55. Do senior petty officers in the Coast Guard need
leadership training?

S18. NEED FOR JU1IOR OFFICER LEADERSHIP TRAINING

56. Do junior officers in the Coast Guard need leadership
training?

S19. NEED FOR SENIOR OFFICER LEADERSHIP TRAINING

57. Do senior officers in the Coast Guard need leadership
trainingi'

iKi

I

pi

_____________________ ________________...._____ 'i(
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Ii APPENDIX IV

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION DATA
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APPENDIX V

OBJECTIVES OF THE

K CCGD3 LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM

(1974)
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Appendix I

outline of the Third Coast Guard District

Junior Petty Officer Leadership Program I
Source: Third Coast Gudid District Lesson

Plans and Training Notes

Purposes; To increase the petty officer's understanding of

his military, moral, and administrative responsibilities, as

well as to enhance his ability to properly fuilfill his role

as a Coast Guard leader.

Objectives:

Q 1. To emphasize the importance of the petty officer

as a leader and his moral responsibilities in exercising

leadership as described in Coast Guard Regu2ations.

2. To develop, through participation, the methods

and techniques of dynamic leadership incorporating tLhe

traditional customs and courtesies of the service as a

requisite, for an effective petty officer corps.

3. To inczease the awareness of the petty officer of

the need for military bearing, forcefulness, and self

expression.

4. To engender initiative in the petty officer by
'k.

clearly defining his role as a leader as well as the accept-

ance of responsibility.
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F] 5. To courage the acce: .ance of the petty office-' s

role as supe •vsor, teacher, an. counselor.

6. To acourage the deveirpment of the individual

through self improvement as he advances in the service.

Duration of :-:ogram: One week, 0800-2000 each day. (Some

sessions may :ontinue to approximately 0000).

Location: Ps--sonnel Division,. Third Coast Guard District,

Governors Island, New York and aboard various field units.

Related Programs:

1. Officer Leadership Seminars

2. Chief Petty Officer Leadership Seminars

3. Career Counseling Courses

4. Drug and Alcohol Abuse Counseling

5. Instructor Training

Course Outline (The following is not necessarily typical,

but represents a ccnsensus of programs presented.):

1. Monday

a. Leadership Vacuum - approximately a two hour

modified T-Group approach where the trainers present a

brief introduction and them leave the participants to their

own resources. Followed by a discussion of what the par-

ticipants have just learned (need for leadership, someone

fills the gap, etc.).

b. Administration of Likertiprofile and/or Blake

Managerial Grid Inventory - Discussion of results.

c. The Role of the Petty Officer - Lecture/Discussion.

"d. Petty Officer Case Study - Group Solutions/

Presentations. I
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e. The 'oast Guard in Society lecture/discussion

of organizat •nal legitamacy aund the role of the service in

society.

f. Organizational Racism - EEO and the Individual-

Lecture/Discussion.

2. Tuesday

a. Decision Making - Lectu'.e/Discussion

b. Decision Making Role Playing

c. Legal Requirements of the Petty Officer - Federal

Law Enforcement and the Uniform Code of Military Justice-

Lecture

d. Understanding Yourself - Lecture/Discussion

e. Understanding Others - Lecture/Discussion/Role Play

f, Evaluating others - Discussion/Case Study

3. Wednesday

a. Rational Problem Solving - Lecture

b. Problem Solving case study

c. Interpersonal Communications - Lecture/simultaneous

Role Play

d. Discipline - lecture/discussion

e. Leadership Theory - Lecture/Discussion

(1) traits

(2) styles

(3) situational

(4) learning
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4. Thursda

a. 11h. :Is Important Productivity or People? Lecture/

discussion E -haizing

1l) Public Service

(2) Economy and efficiency

(3) Hierachy of needs

(4) Theory X vs. Theory Y

(5) Synergism

(6) Leadership for both

b. Management Game Introduction and Group work

5. Friday

a. Management Game continued

b. Concluding Comments by trainers and participants V

Sc. Critiques
Aids Utilized;

1. films

2. audio tape

3. video tape

4. Guest Lecturers from Coast Guard governmental

agencies

WI
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Tl?'a NAt. FEORANC SKI LL AM K1C~= CBJECI VLm

Upon axpletion of this course, given a Coast Guard situation,
the st*ude-nt will be able to predict the consequences of his behtoior
on the interv'ening variables, identify the driving and restraining
forces in that situation using Kti-t Lewin's concept of force field
analysis (Le.in, 1975), and use this kic1lAdge to L-• ve the o.p=.
of his .k grotup,

# #I

.. 1.
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J

TABULAR SU.A•ARY OF ALLOCATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIMM

Lecture- Practical Review
Lecture Conference Cases Exercises Exam.

Group dynamics .3 2 .5

Motivation 3.5 3.5 .5

Inter-personal relationships 3.5 3.5 2 7.5 .5

Organi:ational co=unications 3.5 h
Situational leadership 4 7.5 16.5 6.5 .5 H

Work planning

Total 11.5 20 21.5 20 2

Total course student contact hours: 75 bours.

.II
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TCOTC. S 1TCA 7,1 CrAL L7AIDRSiI p

C CLý T 1 1: CGi\-er a Coast Guzrd sit~i.atiori, When the tra.Lriee ccirpletes th.is
1.opir- he "jil be abl.e to:

.a. Distinguinsh betweem perscnal and position pow.er.
(Hersey and Blani.-rd 1977, P40. P41)

b. Identify ulere his own and hs subordinate' s authoricy C=Zs f-,=.
* ~Hezrsey-md Blanchea-rd 1977, P40. P1.12)

c. Identify positi-ve and neraftve effects using, on-e's perscrial med

position power. (lier-sey md B1imchard 1977, ?'.4, P11.2)

Hersey and Blanchsrd 1977. P40, P112)

e. I de~ti:Ey a'horit-y in the job sit%,.aticn. (Hersey mid BAnChaad 1977,
P14, P1'12) (Mic-Cregor, P21)

f. Icknt-Ly e.%,mpes of effective behavior in getting ai.±=-ority frcý
cha~racter: persnaJ.t-y, positiat md crcetence-. (Hersey z~d Bl~ichard
1977, P40, P112

Cj ~. Ic~entiy use of positim md persm-ial power in case sudes

h. Describe general background of leaders&ip tho:__~deq=~
(Hiersey and B1zmchard 1977, P88)

i.. Idmitify own leadership tendencies thrtu4 a disc.:ssion of Uthe
assu~r~ticns made ab=ý people. (Mc~regor 1967, P33 - F45)

j. IdmtitL eflects of assu~ticns m c-wn 1! -36-ershii 'D' a.

k. Emlain succ-essfu1 .,ersus effective 1ruade.rsh-ýp (1-ersey ýid Blmha~rd
PiC14)

1. ZLcain relevance of task behavior to voro%. s
(Hersey and B1zmchard 1977 , P103)

m.Explain releveace of re1atimship be-ha-vior tO ~vork grrms.
(Hiersey amd BL-mchard L.977. F103)

n. Disting~.dzh between hiah-lcow tasle md hic-h-lcw rela~or.ship
* . behavior in the lead~er. (Hersey md BIýchard 1977, P103)

c. Descri'b'e the need for flezx~bility in adc-pting a leader-Ship style.
(Hlersey md Blancbaxd 1977, P10)

p. Explain -.:y a siLngle Ia s-_.hip style is not ai'zay-s effec-6x4v.

(IL-rsey &id B1.s&iard 1977, ?1%0)
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, . 'es:-''erqn eý"fect o-f _ollcwer z.-at-u--ity Cn selec--in-• z- eff'ec-,',-_

lea sip s:yle. Cr.ersev md Blmcha-rd 1977, P160)

r. intify cthe =aur-ity level of groLs and -ndidivi&uals in i.vn
sicuations. (Hersey and Blachard 1977, P225)

s. Identify leadarship styles -nd mturity levels of characters in case
studies. (Hersey and Blanchard 1977, F225)

t. Ie-•ntify the effects of ineffective leader-sh-p style-s in the short mndi
long ru;. (Hersey c-d Blandiari 1977, P22-5)

u. Idenrtif strategies to plan, direct, and ontrol cm-ge.
(Hersey and BLmnchard 1977, P273)

v. List ex=-les of th•e va-ious levels of &.=nZe.

(Hersey -nd Blznchard 1977, P280).

w. OC,-1-ne the change cycle. (F-ersey and Blanchard 1977, P280)

x. Describe coeria 5 nd pa-ticipative change. (I"Rersey -nd Bl-mchard 2-77, PZE

y Identify sarces of paer. (Eiersey and Blanchard 1977, P280)

z. Describe hcw pc;eer affects ability to create ch.nge.
(Hersey znd Blanchard 1977, P280)

aa. Descr-ibe at•-epted leadership. C(er-sey and Blz-nchard 1977, P114)

"ab'. IdEntify difference between behavior end attitude.
(Eerzey and Blanchard 1977, P114, P280)

ac. Describe k-ncwledge, attitudes, ndividual beh-vior0 -nd grot. be.Evicr.
(Hersey mnd Blmnchard 1977, P114, P280)

ad. Describe effective -zd ineffective leadersýip as it relates to the use
of power. (Hersey and BLmchard 1977, P114, P280)

Ds. Desc-ibe the use of reinforcemmt in the effectiv'e d-,-nge cycle.
(Hersey and Bl-n&dhard 1977, PL90)

af. Describe the effect of hygienee factors on the ineffectivt- cha-nge cycle.
(Fersey-and Blanchard 1977 , P190)

ag. res•ibe positive reinforoearct. C(ersey -nd Bl1-nch -d 2377, P190)

ah. 1)esc-ibe K1zt le-in's force field mnalysis.
ier-sey and Blanchard 1977, P1222)
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, .- 'z.,' a case study uninr force field a•.alysis.
('&ersey Znd Blanc-hard 1977, P122)

aý. Describe unfreezing, change, a.,d refreezing as the thet'phases of
* . change. (Hersey a.nd Blanchard 1977, P298).

ak. Display a leadreship style that Aill increase the performn. level
ofM h4s vyrk group. (Hersey amd Blancbard 1977).

kA
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I P C !'.,)I i,':it! On.

('2. T.•2,': Givn a CLst Cua'd Situaticn, wben the ta.-Zine CCr. etes

thi-s topic he %,ill be able to:

a. Explain goal seeking iehavior, in terms of the =odel presented in

class. (taier 1973, P69)

b. Give exzples of GSB (Process) in own job situation, (eaier 1973, Pe

c. Discriminate between, phvsiological, safety,socia1, estren, -nd
self actualization needs. (1laslow 1970, P35)

, d. Illustrate the hierarchy-by drawing and labeling (M.aslo's
hierarchy of needs.) triangla. (Maslcw 1970, P35)

W! e. Give ex,=les of each need level in c6-n -. rk situation.
C0M-sl•w 1§70, P35)

f. LV'lain the effect on behavior of a satisified need.
(aslcw 1970, F35)

* g. Explain deficit needs and growth needs.
0Maslow 1970, P35)

h. Racite e._=ples of hygiene factors, and ot=ivators in cr,.n jcb
situation. (har=berg 1966, P91)

i. Match .vators and iygiene factors to prp.er leNv,-s of 1Ysslcw's
need hierarchy. (lezberg 1966. F91)

J. Use motivators and hygiene factors in solving proble= in classr~m
case studies. (OerzberZ 1966, P91)

k. ExplaLn jcb enricn•t ted•iques. (Berzberg 1966, P91)

1. Give e.oawles of trmory Y and theory X assi•, ticns f-rom own
experience. (Mcgregor 1960, P33)

m. Explain the efrocts cn work groups resulting from Pymaucin Effect.
(Livingston 1969)

n. Act in a manner that will Incr-ease the motivation of the individual
in his svrk group (ler-berg 1966, M.slow 1970)

.7.
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C:_C Grr..p :.'nrmi S

___-____ Given a Coast Guard situation, %hem the t.-ainee cr,]ete-s
this topic he %ill be &able to:

a. Eplain how Likert modeal of organizati•nal N-iablas relates to
grop behavior. (Likert 1967, P26)

b. Giv.e examples of causal variables in the Coast Cuard.
(Likerc 1967, P26)

a. Give eax les of intervenig variables in the Coast Guard.
(Likerc 2967, P25)

d. Giv. examples of and result variables in the Coast "uard.
(Likert '1967, F26)

a. Eplaain variables over %hhi individuals -sve short and lcnS rta
c-ntrol. (LIkext 1967, P26)

f. Distinguish differa e .between taskr mainteance. and personal
behavwir i~groi%;s. (Athos 1968, P115)

g. Explain the inportnce of the t..f- be.haviors to Sro? survival in
the long run. (Athos 1967, P115)

_. h. Illixtrate exa=les of the three types of behavior in cn wzk
group. (Athos 1967. P115)

i. Dis~ing.sh the .difference Temee group process ancontent in
job re ated situations. (Filley 1975, P73)

J. Point o=Z process and cwtent in classroom exercises.
(Filley 1975, P73)

k. Identify factors 4hidh affect the formatign of for-al ad in-fo=ml
g'oups. (Flippo 1975. P163)

1. Distinguish &fferance between formal m-ad infor-zal Zrous.
(Flippo .1975, P163)

m. Id-ntify the effects of personal. Maintenance, and task be-havior ir
fomal and informal groups. (Athos 1968, P115)

n. E.Vlain the effects of grou. nomms on groLs. (Ath.os 1968, P103)

o. Give exa=,es of grcn. nor= fr=mm ' jcb situation.
(Athos 1968. P103)

p. DXistifr4sh bereen group no=cs in a classro- situatici.
(Athos 1968, P103)

Li
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cq. '-1.ir" efefec:s cn a group when norms are c..x--es. (Achos 1968, P103)

r. D'istiLnguish betwee grou nor=, and deviant behavior
(Athos 1968, P82)

s. Idenzify whe positive md rn-egative effects of deviant behavior.
(Athas 1968, P82)

t. Point out d•viane behavior of individ"als in a classrocm situation.
(Adhos 1968. P82)

u.. Idm•ni.rLy eyales of cohesi'.ness frc= own eaerience.
(At=, 1968, k28)

v. Point ou: the L-mor-tmca of cchesiv,,ness to ,rup survival.
(Athos 1968, P128)

w. Point otx the negative -nd positive effects of cchesiveness.
(Athos 1968, ?12

x Distin&uish bet-cn chesiveness in fo=ral gro=s and inforual gc-s
(Flippo 1965, P163)

y. Distingt.sh difference between win-lose, and u-in-wrin situations.
(Filley 1973. P21)

z. I&_ntiy triads in own work situations. (Bawe Videotape Series)

8a. Identify tzlads in case stvdies in classroom. (Bc-n Videot ,e Series)

ab. Illirtxace cnnflict resolution tec1iLqus. (Filley 1975, P21)

ac. Identi.fy causes amd consequen.es of grou' think. (Devis 1972, P450)

ad. Identify cethods of prevnting grop think. (Davis 1972, P450)

&a. Identify the positive and negative effects of Inter--oqp 1n •s-mics on
the jcb. (Athos 1968, P205)

af. LFolain effective andr ineffecti-m ccLnicatLIc in inter-grot¶p .,a:=cs.
(Ar.1hs 1968 P205)

ag. r5nItify approaches of getting positi, results frcm iter-gri.d-na -cs
cecný-quss. tAthos 2968. P2055

"a&. Display behavior that 9ill i22czase the cohesivenms szd effevtiveness
of his wark group. (Atbca 1968)

g9
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7T•'C: ln rpT-:>rsral Reniotionshtps

SCL•cTi\V: Given a Cnast Guard situation, u.oen the trainee ca.•.letes
this' tcpic he %ill be able to:

a. I•ntify tha three ego states in self &rd ot.hers.

b., Give exa=pleas of the three ego states fr. .wn e.Terence.

(Jongeward 1977. P . . !b

c.. Give e.• a1es of hco the e.-o itarea relate to t.e inter-perscnal
Scccr~nicaticns process. (J=Geward 1977, P16)

d. Diagr= trEnsacticrns using a PAC =&el. (Jonge,.-ard 1977 P16)

e. Identify the three types of t.ansacticns in oin job situaticn.
(Jone,,ard 1977. P24)

f. .EaIn the effects of the three types of transactions cn the
,CDMz2 catics process. (Jongewad 1977, P24)

g. Select methods to stop cross trmnsacti• s. (jcniew~ard"1977, P269)

h. Explain the foat life positions. (Jongewazrd 1977, P35)

it. Give e&..•Ies of how life positions are developed.
S(Jnge;ad; 1977, P35)

J. Id•ncify probable life positiais in self. ( Jcnge-ard 2977. P35)

k. Explain diers of categorizing individuals without k'.om-ing all
:the facts. (Jonge-;ad 1977 P35, P208)

1. Point ou imortance of strckas in maintainn a healthy personality.
(Jcng,.-wrd 1077, P44)

. Idtify strokes in the work place- (Jangaward 1976)

n. Distinguish betwem ositive and negative str-,es using own exa=ples.
(Jcneward 1977, ?4r

a. Point oa= a=plicatirca of strokps in case it-udies.
(Jcngeward 1976 P16)

p. De~fi-- sta= collecting and feelings.
(Jongeward 1977, P188)

q. Cive ex=les fr- cwn job situation of %=ious type.s of st•p
,onllectorsz. (Jongeward 1977, P188)

r. Disting$dsh bet,,em smal =md large ,.ra&=.
(Jc,&gward 1977. P188)

a. Dstinguih difference bet,--wa strzoks =id stzaps.
(Jicngeward 1977. P188)
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V. C c:.--es of kL',ds of st.--- s that will 'L- cllec:cd by persc..s Ln
"each o0 :-c life positions. (Jon.E-razd 1977, PISS)

u. Idenify ,the basic elc.-=s of a ge. (Jngeward 19277, P23)

v. Give exatples of gS playing in c€n job situaticas.
(Jongeward 1977, P23)

w. I1-ntify the types of stamps collected by gS--- players.
(JncQeard 1977, P23)

.A. lmd i!fy =,hods to stop gams. (Jonigeward 1977, P51)

y. ldentify people play ga-s. (J'Feward 1977, P23)

z. Gie examples of g~as in te= of tha drama triangle.
(J•negwad 1976, P84)

aa. E•p. ain advanta&es =d disadvantages of leveling.
(I&A AIM 2468-H)

ab. Gie e--ples of live•ing effect. (USA, ALM 2868-H)

ac. E.-9 lain how leveling relates to a jcb siruation
(USA AMX 2868-H)

ad. E;-lain the pt-pose of a performa.ce appraisal interviez.
C,•aier 1973, P530)

as. LEwla4n the purpose of a problem solving interview.
(Maier 1973, P530)

af. Explain the purpose of an informaeicn exchange interview.
(Maier 1973, P530)

ag. E=1ain te prpose of a ccu'nsel-ing interview.
"" ,LiaLer 1973, P530)

ah. L'mlain the pt.•pose of a goal setting interview.
(M1aier 1973, P530)

ai. C uct interviews in clasrocm situations, using on ex=ples.
(Maier 1973, P530)

aJ. Ccnduct interviews in respcnse to various sirm-lated woirk situations.
-. .-!aer 1973. P530)

ak. E=L-ain the steps in an interview process.

&I .1:L1ain ik• i n "I" message is. (Gordon 1977, P92)

- Explain "A- a you =essale is. (Gor&k 1977, F49)

a. Use an "I" message in role playing an interview situation to pr-je,-
So. feelings. ,(Gortan 1977. P49) "
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ao. thk a y.ou rmssaLe in role pla..inr &n inte.-i-d situazicn to reflec:
.othrs feeILn~s. (Gord. 1977, P49)

ap. identify problem ownership in case studies. (Gordm 1977, P27)

aqt Exlain the oelo roadlocks tb problem solving.
(Gorckn 1977. P60)

at. E.xlain active listening. (Gordon 1977, P69)

as. Explain origins of personal ethics. (Jongeward 1977, P272)

* at. Explain individual responsibilities in C nection with personal eth-ics.
(Jengeward 1977, P272)

au. Id•ntify the sympto of an alchooUli. (Hubbell, Readers. Digest M¶ay 1976)

Wv. Descrie the approach to take with suspected alcoholics.
(Hubell. fea&a-ds Digest MAy 1976)

eai. De.scribe the a•.itu&e of alcoholism in a typical work group.
S, (Hubbell, .Read,, - bigest May 1976)

ax. Describe the effects of the alcoholic in uork groi. ou,.pi.
(ThCbbell. Readers Digest MW 1976)

Iy. Identi' sources available to assist the supervisor In deali: U-ih the
alc'hoUc. (Hubbell, Readers Digest May 1976)

az. Display the ability to effectively deal v-t, a prob3e drinker,
(Hubbell, 1976)

* a. Disp~ay the abilit7y 'i effectively use Ca-leweztauyTranzsactians.
(Jonge,,-d, 1976)'

iv a
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-IV;,I C: or;- A z~ ionaI Cexuni cation

o.r ,E : Given a Cuast Guatd situaton, --ten the t.-ainee" cretesH this t6piche illbe able to:- ...
Li. . . .. .... ..-- . - -- -.. .. .

a. Idieify steps of the • •,oaticn process.
0.r~con 1973. P66)

b. List r0he pazts of the •=n1ccatim process diagram.
1L t•cn 1973, P66)

c. Identify =rm than cae madhod of ea ding.
"L (H.ptcn 1973, P66)

"•L List exaples of poor decocan& fr= past Coast Guard experiene.
O(i c~ 1.973, P66)

e. Describe the pt-•pose and importmce of feebavlk.
Onrpm 1973. P112)

f. Describe the~advantages of feedback. C:ptcn 1973, P112)

g. List tU'.e rypes of barriers. (IHmptcn 1973, P66)

h. Dra; the are of distorticn diagram. (C-Htcn 1973, P66)

i. Label all lines and positiorn of ti- arc of distorticn.
HMtcn 1973, P66)

J.Give Ce.Ples of the c==%=ess of e.-erif-ice.
(Haa.pton 1573, P66)

k. Explain hbw the c•iess of e.erienc affect•s c=-nicatiams.
(H.apta 1973, P66)

1. Tell of eapmles of good or bad c.icatins fra= past eumerien.cs.
(Har.ptan 1973, P66)

m. Identify ways to o,.ree physical barriers.
_('Hacn. 19 73 P66)

_n. Givex -1es of the al ts of pe•rcal 'barriers.
(Haptca 73, P66)

a. Explain psychologiczl barriers in mnmo rds.
M=-tc,• 1973. F66)

p. Giw exales of cu .perience associated with persona!i barriers.
(. ' t: )973, P66)

. q. E=plain hbw decor ci =:=.ic.ate a =Sssi*. (GoI&.-ber L074. P131)

.ssld (,Goe 1974, 1974..131
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c. Cive emmcples of co ni~atic by hands jrd a~
(GoI&Ubae.r 1974, P131)

Ia. tit fy a~m role and responsibility in listaning process.
(Gold~.aber 1974 P131)

v. 11lut~atra occasions whenu people will Usten more attentively.-
(Goldhabir -1974, P1.31)

*w. use the tch~niques that will £cpzove interporsonal carzriuncations.
Ob(ldiabaX 1974)

414.
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COURSE OUTLINE

C.!

SUNDAY Admin
Expectation Exercise

Course Overview
Career Experiences

MONDAY Group Dynamics
-Exercise
(Desert, Artic, Kidney Machine)

Power/Authority
Group Think (Film)
TRIADS (World Bank)
Skills Development SheetS~ Achieving Styles
Projects(Group Dynamics/Power)

TUESDAY Problem Analysis
Case Study (Oily Birds)
Problem Ownership

K Individual Needs
Motivation
Job Enrichment
Projects (Triads/Needs)

WEDNESDAY Rewards Exercise (Triangle
Production)
Rewards/Strokes

r Ego States
Transactiors (Role Plays)
Games/Life Positions

THURSDAY Comms/Listening/Feedback
Exercise

Assumptiens/Pygmalion (Film)
Values (Film)
Projects (Rewards/Feedback)

FRIDAY Leadership Styles
SLeadership Game

-Exercise (Tinkertoy)
Stress

IiA
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MONDAY LEAD Instrument Feedback
Conflict Resolution
Problem Identification
Interviewing/Counseling

(Role Plays)
Projects (Leadership Styles/

Interviewing, Counseling)

TUESDAY Change
Skill Development Exercise
Outside Problem (Role Play/Film)
Projects (Change/Problem

Analysis)

WEDNESDAY Open Discussion
Pertormance Evaluation
Deck Force Case Study

THURSDAY 12 O'Clock High
Exam
Critiques

FRIDAY Boot Camp Study
Film (Bolero/Retiner's Fire)
Graduation

(7.


